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SuperStickers has been providing 
quality rewards, subject-specific 
resources and award-winning 
service to teachers for over 35 years. 
It is part of Motivation in Learning 
Ltd and a member of the British 
Educational Suppliers Association.

FREE Delivery
Only need one thing? Forgotten 
something? No problem, at 
SuperStickers there’s absolutely 
no minimum order and FREE 
delivery throughout the EU with 
same day despatch on all non 
personalised items.

Easy Peel Stickers
Stickers with the Easy 
Peel symbol have had 
their fiddly backing paper 
removed, so you can get 
them off the sheet and to 
your pupils faster!

EASY
PEEL!

Money-Saving Bonus Points
We really value you as a customer and 
we reward your loyalty with SuperStickers 
Bonus Points: You earn them every time 
you purchase online and can use them  
to reward yourself with up to 50% off  
your next order. Log in and  click on  
‘My Account’ to see how many you  
have available to spend!

@

Welcome to the Autumn Edition  
of SuperStickers Rewards!

Handy index on page 160

SuperStickers = Super Savings!   

1515%% OFF OFF 
when you spend £40+
To claim, enter promotional code PCRS21 at the checkout at  
www.superstickers.com. Choose rewards and resources from this 
catalogue, or from the even greater selection online. There you’ll find  
our personalised ranges, notepads, postcards, wristbands, gifts and 
prizes, stationery sets, trophies, more modern language resources, 
posters and medals. There are even clearance bargains  
at up to 70% off!

Terms and Conditions:

1. Promotional code PCRS21 expires at midnight on 31st March 2021

2.  Promotional codes cannot be used in conjunction with any  
other offer and cannot be used at the same time as  
Bonus Points
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For regular  
special offers like 

this, sign up for the 
weekly email from 

SuperStickers. Just 
scan this code:

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com  Shop online at www.superstickers.com 3

New from The Sticker Factory at SuperStickers
A5 Praise Words
£4.14 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 236 per pack.

SFS14652 

A5 Smiley Compilation
£4.14 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 236 per pack.

SFS14818 

A5 Star Compilation
£4.14 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 236 per pack.

SFS14819

A5 Pictures Only
£4.14 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 236 per pack.

SFS14791 

Freephone: 0800 318 192 (UK only).
We’re here to answer your calls 8.30-5.00 Monday to Friday 
with an answer phone service out of hours. Phone (outside 
UK) +44 141 884 9222.

Fax: 0800 027 2833 (UK only). 
Use our order forms or your own order form, requisition  
or official letterhead. FAX (outside UK) +44 141 884 7819

Post:
Use our order forms or your own order form, requisition or 
official letterhead. Our address is: SuperStickers, C/o Trodat 
UK, 144 Neilston Road, Paisley PA2 6QH

Online: www.superstickers.com
Shop SuperStickers online on your mobile, tablet or computer. 
Choose to shop by product type (stickers, stampers, games 
etc) or by subject (Phonics, Maths, French, etc). Show prices 
including or excluding VAT, in £ or in €, as suits your needs. 
Look out for the Clearance section where you’ll find great 
deals all year round. Buy online by credit card or on your 
school account.

Email: info@motivationinlearning.com  
Whether it’s an order, a query or a new product idea,  
we’d love to hear from you.

Welcome to SuperStickers Rewards Spring 2021

Buy with Confidence Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, 

return it to us in its original state within 30 days  
and we will refund your purchase.



Sparkling Bumper Stickers Packs

5  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

1310 
STICKERS

690 
STICKERS

840 
STICKERS

1500
STICKERS

4 Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

New from The Sticker Factory at SuperStickers
A4 Exclamations
£10.50 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 1240 per pack.

SFS14769

A4 Curriculum
£9.21 +VAT

38/10mm stickers. 590 per pack.

SFS14771

A4 Pop Art
£10.50 +VAT

24/10mm stickers. 1240 per pack.

SFS15305 

A4 Exclamations – 38mm
£9.21 +VAT

38/10mm stickers. 590 per pack.

SFS14879 

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

A4 sheet: 25mm and 10mm Stickers 

Sparkling Character Sticker Bumper Packs
AS14028 10 sheets  1310 stickers    £9.59 +VAT per pack

XAS14029 50 sheets  6550 stickers £36.24  +VAT per pack

Sparkling Praise Animal Bumper Packs 
AS14030 10 sheets  690 stickers £9.59 +VAT per pack

XAS14031 50 sheets  3450 stickers £36.24 +VAT per pack

A4 sheet: 35mm and 10mm Stickers 

A5 sheet: 10mm Stickers 

A5 Sparkling Combination Sticker Pack
840 (10mm) stickers (6 sheets) per pack

AS14034 1-2 packs  £5.13 +VAT per pack

 3-5 packs £4.66 +VAT per pack

 6+ packs   £3.88 +VAT per pack

Sparkling Praise Crazies Bumper Packs
AS12733 10 sheets  1500 stickers   £9.59 +VAT per pack

XAS12735 50 sheets  7500 stickers  £36.24 +VAT per pack

A4 sheet: 16mm Stickers 



7  Shop online at www.superstickers.com6

Sparkling Stickers Sparkling Stickers

£1.84 +VAT

54 per pack (28mm) 

SFS14748

EASY
PEEL!

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack

(10mm)

MSM11348

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

£3.88 +VAT

500 per pack (12mm)

MSM11344

MS1519 MS11352MS1641

MS12340 WMS466MS12590

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack  
(10mm)

MSM3021

MS1565 MS1605MS1592

NOW 
£1.85 +VAT

125 per pack 
(28m)

MS1634

50%
OFF

£3.88 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm)

MS12342 MS12341MS12343 SFS15299 SFS15300

SFS15301

SFS14878

SFS15302

28 / 10mm Sparkling Stickers
£2.07 +VAT  per pack
78 per pack: 48 x 28mm and 30 x 10mm
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Star Stickers Star StickersEASY
PEEL!

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack (10mm)

MSM14372

SAVE 
15%*

SFS15304SFS15303

70%
OFF

40%
OFF

* compared with the price of buying separately 

Was £3.32 +VAT

Now £1 +VAT

80 per pack  
(35mm)

MS1309

Was £3.32 +VAT

Now £1.99 +VAT

80 per pack  
(35mm)

MS1310

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack  
(10mm)

MSM3019

£3.88 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS1579

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD12596

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD14377

£3.88 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm)

MS13877 

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD14376 

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD3702

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD14375

£6.13 +VAT  per pack
245 stickers (19mm) per colour

735 stickers per pack

XMS15190

Was £3.44 +VAT 

Now £2.06 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD11388

Was £3.44 +VAT 

Now £1.72 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD11389

MSD14374 MSD3704

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack. (19mm)

MSD11387

MSM3018

MSM3002

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD12597 

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack (10mm)

 

£3.44 +VAT

500 per pack (12mm)

MSM3109 

MS107

MS177

MS1543 MS14314

SFS14922

MS182

Was £3.44 +VAT 

Now £2.75 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS1611

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS14311

Single Sort 
Stickers
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers  
per pack (28mm) £4.16 +VAT per pack

60 identical 38mm  
stickers per pack

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS11648

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS1500

40%
OFF

50%
OFF

20%
OFF



Attendance
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Attendance
EASY
PEEL!

LIMITED 
AVAILABILITY

25mm image

SQ12749 Save 16% 
when you buy  
40 of each attendance 
certificate design 
(Excellent Attendance 
and 100% Attendance 
Award). 80 A5 
certificates in total

£13.40  +VAT per pack

XMC12416

SAVE 
16%

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

BW11334

BW14304

BW14306

MED14963 

Gold Attendance  
Medal

MED14964 

Silver Attendance 
Medal

MED14965 

Bronze Attendance 
Medal

MED12034

B13557  

B13554 

Wristbands
£2.58 +VAT per pack
Wristbands measure 220mm x 15mm and have 
adjustable sticky ends to attach them around a 
child’s wrist. 30 per pack. 

More attendance badges on page 72

Medals
1-9 Medals £2.46 +VAT each 10+ Medals £2.17 +VAT each
£2.17 + vat price applies to medals of the same design only

Badges
£4.82 +VAT per pack
20 badges per pack (25mm)

B11933

B11365

B13559 

B13558 

P7086 100% Attendance

P13545  Outstanding Attendance 

P14276  Excellent Attendance 
Pencils
£3.31 +VAT per pack
12 pencils per pack

Pencils supplied  
unsharpened for  
your safety.

MS150

MS1586 MS1585 MS14026

Sparkling 
Certificates
£5.17 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 size  
certificates per pack

Enamel Badges
25mm badge with butterfly pin fastening.  

Stickers
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers per pack (28mm). 

150 stickers per pack (28mm)

£3.88 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm) 

MS11352

Discount price only  
applies to multiples  
of the same design. B13574 B14147 

MC11965 MC8022

Certificates
£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 size certificates per pack

MC13785 

TY13738 

Mini Star Trophies
These star trophies might be little  
but they pack a big praise punch! 
Each trophy is made of resin  
and measures just 8.25cm 

£3.73 +VAT each

1-9 badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm)

MS14312

£3.79 +VAT

75 identical 38mm 
stickers per pack

SFS14707 

£3.44 +VAT

60 per pack  
(35 x 47mm)

MS14362 

SS9082

Stampers

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when ordering  
multiple stampers of the same design.

Pre-inked and ready to use, each Stamper will last over 10,000 impressions. Reward Rulers 
£3.83 +VAT per pack
12 rulers per pack

R14279
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Mini Stickers

1000 
STICKERS

Mini Stickers

20%
OFF

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £1.72 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3022

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

MSM3102 MSM3101

XMS14033

XMS14370 XMS14369

12mm Square Quick Pack
1000 (12mm) stickers (10 sheets) per pack

£6.21 +VAT per pack

10mm Premixed Packs
1210 stickers per pack (10mm)

£6.21 +VAT per pack * compared with the price of buying equivalent number of 12mm stickers in mixed packs

* compared with the price of buying equivalent number of 10mm stickers in mixed packs

SAVE
20%*

£3.88 +VAT

500 per pack (12mm) 

MSM11344

£3.44 +VAT

500 per pack (12mm)  

MSM3109

£3.94 +VAT

585 per pack  
(12mm)  

SFS15306 

£3.94 +VAT

468 12mm sparkly 
stickers per pack  

SFS14686

£3.95 +VAT

585 12mm  
stickers per pack  

SFS14880

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £2.65 +VAT per pack
500 identical Stickers  
per pack (12mm)

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £1.61 +VAT per pack
500 identical Stickers  
per pack (12mm)

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM11979

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)

MSM14367

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM11346

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM11345

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM11348

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3017

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3018

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)

MSM14372

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3001

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM12574

£5.21 +VAT

400 word-free  
and 350 praise  
stickers.

Total 750 stickers  
per pack.

SFS14737

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3021

£3.04 +VAT

360 per pack  
(10mm)

SFS14877

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3019

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)

MSM14371

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)

MSM14373

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack  

MSM11980

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack

MSM3002

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £1.72 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)

MSM14368

MSM11386 MSM11385 MSM11384

Was £3.32 +VAT Now £0.97 +VAT

605 per pack

SAVE
20%*

1210 
STICKERS

1210 
STICKERS

70%
OFF

£3.94 +VAT

585 per pack  
(12mm)  

SFS14772  

£3.75 +VAT

486 per pack  
(12mm)  

SFS14763   

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

50%
OFF
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Smile Rewards Smile Rewards

1310
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

GT11299

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm)

MS14309

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Smile Catapults   
Was £4.14 +VAT per pack 

Now £2.70 +VAT per pack
6 catapults/12 smileys per pack

Happy Face Maze  
£2.76 +VAT per pack
12 mazes per  
pack. Each maze  
measures  
60mm in  
diameter.

23p 
EACHSmiley – Eraser  

Topped Pencils    
£4.56 +VAT per pack
12 pencils per pack across  
assorted colours

  

Stretchy Happy Men  
£2.76 +VAT per pack
12 stretchy men per pack.

Each stretchy man  
measures 50mm tall.

23p 
EACH 

Happy Face Stationery Sets  
£1.02 +VAT per pack
Each set contains 5 items:  
a 15cm ruler, a pencil, an  
eraser, a pencil sharpener  
and a notepad.

38p 
EACH 

Smiley Notepad.indd   1

23/4/17   19:00:08

23p 
EACH 

XR14966

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS10864

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack. (10mm)

MSM3001

£3.88 +VAT

605 per pack.  
(10mm)

MSM3021

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack. (10mm)

MSM3017

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1501

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack. (19mm)

MSD12583

Smile Stationery Set with Notepad 
Ideal prize-drawer top-ups, or end of term gifts at great value. 

£10.31 +VAT

Pack contains 12 pencils, 12 notepads  
and 12 rulers in smiley face designs.  
36 items in total.

Sets are supplied in bulk with pencils  
unsharpened for safety

MS101 MS102 MS115

Single Sort Stickers 
125 identical stickers per pack (28mm)

£3.44 +VAT per pack

Smiles Stickers Bumper Packs

25mm

10mm

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS12323

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS12324

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet packs separately

SAVE
20%*

Smiles Notepads  
£2.76 +VAT per pack
12 identical plain paper notepads per pack.

Smiley Keyrings  
£4.08 +VAT per pack
12 keyrings across 3 different  
smiley face designs.

34p 
EACH 

23p 
EACH 

NP14139 GT14238 GT14378

GT11296GT12740 GT13385

£3.44 +VAT

605 per pack 
(10mm)  

MSM11980

29%
OFF
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Scratch ‘n’ Sniff Stickers

16

Scratch ‘n’ Sniff and PSHE Stickers

This is great!Super Work! I love this!Excellent!Well Done! This is great!Super Work! I love this!Excellent!Well Done! This is great!Super Work! I love this!Excellent!Well Done! This is great!Super Work! I love this!Excellent!Well Done! This is great!Super Work! I love this!Excellent!Well Done!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

Ask me why
I’m a star!

EASY
PEEL!

Scratch these stickers to  
reveal a burst of fragrance!

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Cola - MS12717

Cola - MS14141

Berry - MS14140

Berry – SFS14863 

Cherry Blossom – SFS15295

Vanilla – SFS14864 

Candy Floss – SFS15296

XMS14884 

XMS14888

XMS14892

Blueberry – SFS15293 

Coconut – SFS15297 

Grapefruit – SFS15294 

Apple - SFS15298 

Berry - MS12718

Banana - MS12719

Berry - MS12720

Cola - MS12721

Scratch ‘n’ Sniff Stickers
£3.88 +VAT per pack
125 stickers  (28mm) per pack.

Large 38mm Scratch ‘n’ Sniff Stickers
£4.47 +VAT per pack
75 stickers per pack (38mm) in a variety of designs. See online for all designs per pack.

PSHE Stickers
£6.75 +VAT per pack
25 different PSHE message stickers per pack.  
(10 of each message). See online for full variety  
of designs and messages in each pack.  
Total 250 (28mm) stickers.

Healthy bodies, healthy minds, healthy relationships, and 
healthy attitudes can all be promoted and rewarded with 
these stickers that are aligned to the new PSHE curriculum.

‘For PSHE charts and  
certificates,  

see www.superstickers.com
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Praise StickersPraise Stickers

18

No sticky 
paper between 
stickers to slow 

you down: 
We’ve removed the 

sticky backing paper 
between the stickers 

for hassle-free 
sticker access!

EASY
PEEL!

20%
OFF

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

MS12587

MS12588

MS12585

MS12586

MS12584

Shaped Praise Stickers
Refresh your sticker praise with these shaped stickers!

£3.44 +VAT per pack
150 stickers (21mm) across 6 designs per pack.

MS13006 MS13007 

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers (28mm)  
per pack.

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £2.75 +VAT

250 
STICKERS

125 stickers per pack (28mm)£3.44 +VAT per pack

MS13614 

125 stickers per pack (28mm)£3.44 +VAT per pack

MS13616 MS13615 

£3.44 +VAT per pack 125 stickers per pack (28mm)

125 stickers per pack (28mm)£3.44 +VAT per pack 125 stickers per pack (28mm)£3.44 +VAT per pack

MS13618 

160mm x 160mm sheet: 28mm Stickers Bold Value Stickers
250 (28mm) stickers (10 sheets) per pack

1-2 packs  £4.13 +VAT per pack

3-5 packs £3.37 +VAT per pack

6+ packs   £2.79 +VAT per pack

MS14024

A5 Bumper Combination Sticker Pack
456 (23 and 10mm) stickers (8 x A5 sheets per pack)

1-2 packs  £5.13 +VAT per pack

3-5 packs £4.66 +VAT per pack

6+ packs   £3.88 +VAT per pack

AS14032

MS13617 
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Praise / First Aid StickersPraise Stickers

20

70%
OFF

Limited  
Availability

MS189MS1632 MS13816 

First Aid
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack (28mm)

30%
OFF

30%
OFF

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £1.03 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1628

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS10843

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1608

Sticker Storage Case 
Keep your stickers flat,  
safe and tidy. Each case is  
180mm x 180mm x 10mm and  
will hold at least 50 sticker sheets. 

WAS £1.83 +VAT each

NOW £1.28 +VAT each

CASE02

SuperStickers reserves the right  
to change case design.

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1606

Sticker and  
Stamper Albums
£4.56 +VAT per pack
A4 folded to A5

20 per pack

MMSA3 MMSA4

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack 
125 (28mm) stickers  
per pack

MS14145

Super!

Brilliant!

Excellent!

Great!

Lovely!

Super!

Brilliant!

Excellent!

Great!

Lovely!

Super!

Brilliant!

Excellent!

Great!

Lovely!

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS12007

Single Sort Stickers
125 identical stickers per  
pack (28mm)

MS13 MS107

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1618

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS10869

£4.16 +VAT

120 stickers (24mm) per pack

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1631

£3.44 +VAT per pack £3.44 +VAT

60 per pack (35 x 47mm)

MS14023

MS14310

SFS14684 

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £2.41 +VAT
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Homework and Effort Rewards

Ho
me

work incomplete! 

Lunchtime, Hygiene and Healthy Eating

EASY
PEEL!

Limited  
Availability

R14280  For Excellent Effort

£3.83 +VAT per pack - 12 rulers per pack

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £1 +VAT

125 stickers 
(28mm) per pack

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £0.78 +VAT

125 stickers  
(28mm) per pack

MS1591 

Homework

Stampers
Ready to use with ink 
inside. Each stamper 
stamps 1000s of times 
before needing ink  
pad replaced.

Effort Stickers
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack (28mm)

Effort

£3.79 +VAT per pack
75 big stickers per pack 
(38mm)

SFS14780

MS14313

Stickers £3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers per pack. (28mm)

Square Effort and Praise Stickers 
NOW 98p +VAT per pack
80 stickers across 16 designs per pack (30mm)

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

MS1204 

NOW £0.98 +VAT

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when 
ordering multiple stampers of the 
same design.

Selected stamper messages are 
now available in a choice of ink 
colours. Use the code under the  
image in the ink colour you need. 
Images with codes in black are only 
available in the ink colour shown.

70%
OFF

74%
OFF

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack. (28mm)   

MS1588

Lunchtime Award Wristbands
30 per pack. Wristbands measure 220mm  
x 15mm and have adjustable sticky ends  
to attach them around a child’s wrist. 

£2.58 +VAT per pack

BW13222

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm).

MS10374

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack (28mm)

MS14092 

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers 
per pack (28mm)

MS1285

Small Badges
Reward your pupils with these 
badges that will encourage 
them to make food choices 
that are good for them.

£4.82 +VAT per pack
20 badges (25mm) per pack

B13560

Healthy Habits 
Posters Set
WAS £11.10 +VlAT per pack 

NOW £2.78 +VAT per pack

4 A2 posters per pack

WP2991

Rosette Stickers
£3.44 +VAT

60 (37 x 47mm) per pack

MS14363

MS1625 

SS9042G 
SS9042V

SS9073

SS13179R 
SS13179G 
SS13179V

SS947

MS10974

MS10873 MS1545 

MS1546

MS1505  

MS10872MS1614 MS10976

70%
OFF

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack  
(28mm).

MS14316

Stamp Stack
£5.04 +VAT each

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack 
(28mm)

MS14508

9470

70%
OFF

76%
OFF

50%
OFF

MS12003 

NOW £1.72 +VAT
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Early Years

24

Behaviour Stickers
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                table play!
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25 different  
designs per pack!

SFS14712

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS10378

£1.72 +VAT

96 stickers (30mm)  
across 48 designs  
per pack 

ABS2199
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                table play!

  T
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40%
OFF

30%
OFF

MS10870

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack 
(28mm)

MS10799

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £2.06 +VAT

(28mm)

MS1560

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack 
(28mm)

MS10796

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack 
(28mm)

MS10826

£4.14 +VAT per pack

236 stickers per pack 
across two sizes 
24mm and  
10mm

SFS14791

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £2.32 +VAT

125 stickers  
(28mm)  
per pack

MS10798

MS1278

Single Sort Stickers
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical Stickers 
per pack (28mm)

£3.79 +VAT per pack
75 big stickers per pack 
(38mm)

Notepad
A quick note of praise to send 
home, congratulating pupils 
on their good behaviour.

£2.59 +VAT each
Each notepad measures 
104mm x 148mm and has 60 
identical sheets.

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1589

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS10377

£4.82 +VAT per pack

20 badges  
(25mm)  
per pack.

B13555 

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1587

NP11640

£4.16 +VAT per pack
120 stickers per pack  
(24mm) 

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack (28mm) 

MS14489
SFS14716

£14.90 +VAT per pack

300 big stickers (38mm) per pack

SFS14913

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £0.97 +VAT

125 stickers  
(28mm)  
per pack

MS1510 

70%
OFF
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Midi Stickers Targets & Marking
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you choose the 
correct spelling for 
commonly confused 
homophones.

Marking Comments 
for Writing from

you use the right 
spelling for words that 
sound the same or 
similar. 
(homophones)

you could help the 
reader by leaving 
spaces between 
words.

you could make some 
joins between letters in 
your handwriting.

your handwriting could 
show letters that are 
joined correctly. 

you don’t muddle upper 
and lower case letters 
in your writing.

you check your spelling 
using a dictionary.

you use your knowledge 
of phonics to help with 
spelling.

you add an apostrophe 
to show where letters 
are missing when two 
words are joined. 
(contractions)

when joining two 
words, you place an 
apostrophe where a 
letter/s have been left 
out.

you show who owns 
what by using a 
possessive apostrophe, 
e.g. dog's bone, pupils' 
books.

you use the correct 
tense when writing 
about the past, present 
or future.

you use the correct 
verb tense for past, 
present and future. 

direct speech is 
punctuated correctly.
(inverted commas)

capital letters are used 
for proper nouns, e.g. 
place names, days of the 
week and so on.

your sentences could 
begin with a capital 
letter and end with a 
full stop or appropriate 
punctuation.

your sentences could 
begin with a capital 
letter and end with the 
appropriate punctuation.  
( .  ?  !  )

you ensure that the 
subject and verb agree, 
e.g. I was sad. 
They were sad.

you can get your verb to 
agree with your subject,
e.g. Were they late?
Was he late?
  

you use brackets, 
ellipsis, dashes or 
commas to add extra 
information to a 
sentence. 

you use alternative 
words for ‘said’. 
Think about ‘cried’, 
‘exclaimed’, ‘whispered’.

you check that your 
written work makes 
sense.

through careful 
editing , you can 
make improvements  
to your work.

you group sentences on 
a similar theme into a 
paragraph.   

you use paragraphs to 
organise your work.

you begin sentences in 
different ways. Think 
about some starting 
with an adverb. 
 

you make your writing 
flow by joining short 
sentences with words 
such as, and, if, but, so.

you expand simple 
sentences to make them 
entertaining and 
informative.

you vary the length of 
some sentences to add 
interest. 

you use a range of 
conjunctions or 
connectives to write 
more interesting 
sentences.

 Even Better If stickers are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 English National Curriculum. 

COMPOSITION, VOCABULARY, PUNCTUATION AND GRAMMAR

20
15

.

TRANSCRIPTION, HANDWRITING AND SPELLING
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you choose the 
correct spelling for 
commonly confused 
homophones.

Marking Comments 
for Writing from

you use the right 
spelling for words that 
sound the same or 
similar. 
(homophones)

you could help the 
reader by leaving 
spaces between 
words.

you could make some 
joins between letters in 
your handwriting.

your handwriting could 
show letters that are 
joined correctly. 

you don’t muddle upper 
and lower case letters 
in your writing.

you check your spelling 
using a dictionary.

you use your knowledge 
of phonics to help with 
spelling.

you add an apostrophe 
to show where letters 
are missing when two 
words are joined. 
(contractions)

when joining two 
words, you place an 
apostrophe where a 
letter/s have been left 
out.

you show who owns 
what by using a 
possessive apostrophe, 
e.g. dog's bone, pupils' 
books.

you use the correct 
tense when writing 
about the past, present 
or future.

you use the correct 
verb tense for past, 
present and future. 

direct speech is 
punctuated correctly.
(inverted commas)

capital letters are used 
for proper nouns, e.g. 
place names, days of the 
week and so on.

your sentences could 
begin with a capital 
letter and end with a 
full stop or appropriate 
punctuation.

your sentences could 
begin with a capital 
letter and end with the 
appropriate punctuation.  
( .  ?  !  )

you ensure that the 
subject and verb agree, 
e.g. I was sad. 
They were sad.

you can get your verb to 
agree with your subject,
e.g. Were they late?
Was he late?
  

you use brackets, 
ellipsis, dashes or 
commas to add extra 
information to a 
sentence. 

you use alternative 
words for ‘said’. 
Think about ‘cried’, 
‘exclaimed’, ‘whispered’.

you check that your 
written work makes 
sense.

through careful 
editing , you can 
make improvements  
to your work.

you group sentences on 
a similar theme into a 
paragraph.   

you use paragraphs to 
organise your work.

you begin sentences in 
different ways. Think 
about some starting 
with an adverb. 
 

you make your writing 
flow by joining short 
sentences with words 
such as, and, if, but, so.

you expand simple 
sentences to make them 
entertaining and 
informative.

you vary the length of 
some sentences to add 
interest. 

you use a range of 
conjunctions or 
connectives to write 
more interesting 
sentences.

 Even Better If stickers are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 English National Curriculum. 

COMPOSITION, VOCABULARY, PUNCTUATION AND GRAMMAR
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NOW £1.30 +VAT per pack
125 per pack

MS12012

60%
OFF
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Traffic Light Fan
The black plastic on these fans prevents show through, giving pupils a 
private response mechanism to show their comprehension level. Ideal 
for use in formative assessment.

£12.39 +VAT per pack
12 fans per pack.

AFLTL

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1620

£3.44 +VAT

245 stickers per pack. 
(19mm).

MSD12582

£3.44 +VAT

245 stickers per pack. 
(19mm).

MSD12583

‘Even Better If…’  Marking Comment Stickers
Reduce workload and increase your impact on learning outcomes, 
by using these preprinted EBI marking comments. The stickers are 
colour-coded to match the writing types identified in the 2014 National 
Curriculum for England.

30 comments per sheet, 10 identical sheets per pack giving 300 EBI 
marking stickers per pack. Each sticker measures 60mm x 22mm

WAS £6.48 +VAT per pack

NOW £1.94 +VAT per pack
AS13332

See online for  
all of the 30  
sticker comments.

£3.44 +VAT

605 stickers per pack. (10mm).

MSM12574

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £1.72 +VAT

245 stickers per pack. 
(19mm).

MSD12573

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack 
(19mm)

MSD3700

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack 
(19mm)

MSD13839 

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack 
(19mm)

MSD13619

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack 
(19mm)

MSD14376 

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack 
(19mm)

MSD13620

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack. (19mm)

MSD12583

£5.21 +VAT per pack
440 stickers per pack 
(15mm)

SFS14718 

£3.44 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD3704 

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD12596

£5.21 +VAT

440 per Pack (15mm)

SFS14719

£3.88 +VAT

245 per pack (19mm)

MSD3702
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Targeteers® for Writing English: Writing

28

This is
excellent
writing 

  
  

   
   

                        W r itten Work

Star WriterStar WriterStar WriterStar Writer

Super
Written Work

Very Well
Written!

Lovely
Writing!

Excellent
Writing

Star
Writer

Super
Written Work

Very Well
Written!

Lovely
Writing!

Excellent
Writing

Star
Writer

Super
Written Work

Very Well
Written!

Lovely
Writing!

Excellent
Writing

Star
Writer

Super
Written Work

Very Well
Written!

Lovely
Writing!

Excellent
Writing

Star
Writer

Super
Written Work

Very Well
Written!

Lovely
Writing!

Excellent
Writing

Star
Writer

Limited  
Availability

Writing Year 2

LTW12537

WAS £3.25 +VAT

NOW £0.98 +VAT  

per pack

WAS £3.32 +VAT

NOW £1 +VAT  

per pack

MS1624

B13550

NOW £2.41 +VAT

Save time with these Target Stickers derived directly from and 
linked to the 2014 National Curriculum in England, with targets 
in child-friendly language.

Available for Years 1-6. 

Supplied in cost-effective packs of 10 identical sheets. 200 
stickers per pack.

Full sheets for each level are available  
to view at www.superstickers.com/targeteers

£5.96 +VAT per pack

Writing Targeteers® Writing Year 1

Badges
£4.82 +VAT per pack
20 badges (25mm) per pack.

£3.88 +VAT

125 stickers per pack.

MS1605

Single Sort Stickers
£3.44 +VAT

125 identical  
stickers  
per pack  
(28mm)

£1.78 +VAT per pack
54 stickers per pack (28mm)

Certificates
£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 certificates per pack.

Pencils £3.31 +VAT per pack
12 pencils per pack.  
Pencils supplied unsharpened 
for your safety.

Wristbands
30 per pack. Wristbands measure 220mm x 15mm and have  
adjustable sticky ends to attach them around a child’s wrist.

£2.58 +VAT per pack

BW11930

Sparkling Certificates
£5.19 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 sparkling certificates per pack.

Reward Rulers
£3.83 +VAT per pack
12 identical rulers per pack.

R13085

Stampers
Ready to use  
with ink inside. 
Each stamper 
stamps 1000s 
of times before 
needing ink  
pad replaced.

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies  
when ordering multiple stampers  
of the same design.

£3.44 +VAT

125 stickers  
(28mm)  
per pack.

MS14142 

£3.79 +VAT per pack
75 big stickers per pack (38mm)

SFS14786 

MS10866 MS11434

B10266 B13556

MS1575

SFS14702

70%
OFF

SS9078SS14098 SS14097 

MC11395 MC11042

P11886  Super Writer

P11071 Star Writer

20%
OFF

WAS £3.44 +VAT

NOW £2.75 +VAT

Limited  
Availability

50%
OFF

LTW12536

Writing Years 3 and 4

LTW12538

Writing Years 5 and 6

LTW12539
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English: ReadingTargeteers® for Reading

30

10 identical sheets per pack. 

One sheet per pupil provides an ‘at a 
glance’ record of targets already set, 
and those remaining. 

Aligned to the new 2014 National Curriculum 
in easy-to-understand language, great for 
pupils and parents alike.

Copies of each target 
appear on the sheet behind 
each sticker. These allow 
you to see which targets 
have been set already.

Reading 
Save time with these Target Stickers derived directly 
from and linked to the 2014 National Curriculum in 
England, with targets in child-friendly language.

Available for Years 1-6. 

Supplied in cost-effective packs of 10 identical sheets. 
200 stickers per pack.

£5.96 +VAT per pack

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Reading Year 1

Reading Year 2 Reading Year 3 and 4 Reading Year 5 and 6

LTR12533 LTR12534 LTR12535

LTR12532

Aligned to  Aligned to  
Current CurriculumCurrent Curriculum

Aligned to  
Current Curriculum

read brilliantly in school today.
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I’ve done 
guided reading 

today

Very Good
Guided Reading

Great
Guided Reading

Brilliant
Guided Reading

Super
Guided Reading

Excellent
Guided Reading

Very Good
Guided Reading

Great
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Brilliant
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Super
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Excellent
Guided Reading

Very Good
Guided Reading

Great
Guided Reading

Brilliant
Guided Reading

Super
Guided Reading

Excellent
Guided Reading

Very Good
Guided Reading

Great
Guided Reading

Brilliant
Guided Reading

Super
Guided Reading

Excellent
Guided Reading

Very Good
Guided Reading

Great
Guided Reading

Brilliant
Guided Reading

Super
Guided Reading

Excellent
Guided Reading
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adult today
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adult today
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adult today
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adult today
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adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today
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adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today

I read with an
adult today
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adult today
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MS14315  

Pencils  £3.31 +VAT per pack
12 pencils per pack. Pencils are supplied unsharpened for your safety.

Badges
1-9 Badges  £1.39 +VAT each

10+ Badges  £1.16 +VAT each
Discount price only applies to multiples of the same design

Notepads
£2.59 +VAT each
Each notepad measures 104mm x 148mm. 
60 sheets per notepad and a distribution 
record on the inside front cover.

Reward Erasers 
£3.31 +VAT per pack
12 erasers per pack,  
each measuring  
40m x 20mm x 10mm.

Sparkling Certificates
£5.19 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 sparkling  
certificates per pack.

Stampers  
Ready to use with ink inside. Each 
stamper stamps 1000s of times 
before needing ink pad replaced.

Selected stamper messages are 
now available in a choice of ink 
colours. Use the code under the 
image in the ink colour you need. 
Images with codes in black are only 
available in the ink colour shown.

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when 
ordering multiple stampers of the  
same design.

Stickers £3.44 +VAT  

per pack
125 identical stickers per  
pack (28mm).

NP11324 NP14132 

B14146

Reading

T13086

SS14100V 
SS14100G

SS11399

SS933

SS923

MS12005MS10971

MS11432

MS10867MS10972

SS958B 
SS958V 
SS958G

SS14099R 
SS14099V 
SS14099G

SS9025 SS11207 

SS11400

P14516 Star Reader Pencil

P11070 Reading Star

MC11041

MS14144  

MS14143   

20%
OFF

NOW £2.75 +VAT

Limited  
Availability

MS1577

WAS £3.32 +VAT 
NOW £1 +VAT

70%
OFF



Writing and Reading Posters
Whether your pupils are writing about a book 
they have read or creating their own stories, 
these posters will provide helpful prompts.

WAS £11.92 +VAT per pack

NOW £5.96 +VAT per pack
4 x A2 Posters per pack.

33

English: SpellingEnglish: Phonics

32

Over  
110,000  
sold!

With absences becoming a frequent 
issue and disruption to learning an 
ongoing concern, the Letters and 

Sounds Learning Record is an essential 
resource to track precisely where 
your KS1 pupils are on their phonics 

acquisition journey.

ALL STICKERS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

MS10865 Super

Please watch 
your spelling

Stickers £3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers  
per pack (28mm)

Mini Star Trophy  
£3.73 +VAT each
Made from resin it  
measures 8.25cm

Punctuation and Grammar  
Poster Set
This SPaG poster set will help your pupils 
establish good spelling, punctuation and 
grammar from an early age.

WAS £11.92 +VAT per pack

NOW £5.96 +VAT per pack
4 x A2 Posters per pack.

£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack

Pencils
£3.31 +VAT per pack
12 pencils per pack, supplied unsharpened for your safety.

SS14214 SS9026SS13171 

Stampers  
Ready to use with ink inside. Each stamper stamps 
1000s of times before needing ink pad replaced.

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when ordering multiple stampers of the same design.

MS12001

P13543 

WP12097 WP12098

TY13750

Stickers £1.78 +VAT per pack
54 sticker per pack (28mm)

SFS14703

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

1-9 books £3.05 +VAT each

10-29 books £2.54 +VAT each

30+ books £1.99 +VAT each

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

MS11211 MS12011

Phonics Stickers 
£3.44 +VAT

125 stickers per pack.

(28mm)

TB11230

Letters and Sounds Learning Record
Ensure no pupil gets left behind in their phonics acquisition:

• Assess phonic progress quickly and accurately with simple,  
repeated assessments included in each booklet

• Identify knowledge gaps clearly with the step by step  
incremental approach

• Spread assessment workload to non-teaching staff thanks  
to easy to administer layout and lack of computerisation

• Accurately inform colleagues, parents and Ofsted regarding  
individual phonics learning 

• Monitor readiness for the Year 1 Phonics check with the  
nonsense words included

• Facilitate pupil transition to new year groups by providing  
your colleagues with this individualised record per child
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Curriculum Subject StickersEnglish: Spelling

34

  
   

                       in  English tod

ay

  
  
  
  G

reat work 

SS14096

Visit www.superstickers.com  
for 100’s of English resources

Large 38m  
English Stickers
£3.98 +VAT per pack
75 per pack across 
13 different designs / 
messages (5 of each of 
12 designs and 15  
of another design)

Literacy  
Compilation Stickers
£4.16 +VAT per pack
120 per pack across 12 different 
designs / messages (10 of each)

SFS14875
SFS14714 

Well 
PlayedWell 
Played

MS13155 MS12830

£3.44 +VAT
125 Stickers per pack 
(28mm)

SFS14667MS13819 MS13820 

20%
OFF

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Library Variety  
Sheet Stickers
WAS £3.25 +VAT 

NOW £1.30 +VAT

125 stickers per pack (28mm).

Badges
£4.82 +VAT per pack
20 (25mm) badges  
per pack.

B13565 

Bookworm 
Praise Stickers
WAS £3.44 +VAT per pack

NOW £1 +VAT per pack
150 stickers per pack (21mm).

Parts of Speech 
Display Pack  
Poster outlining the 9 parts of 
speech (measuring 41 x 59cm), 
9 shaped cards each featuring a 
definition, examples of the part of 
speech and an example sentence, 
as well as 16 blank cards with 
writing lines and a resource guide.  

£13.99 +VAT per pack
CD11510

English Stickers  
Value Pack
£8.25 +VAT per pack
375 stickers (28mm) per pack  
(125 for each design)

*Compared with buying  
sticker sheets separately

60%
OFF

71%
OFF

Stampers  
Ready to use with ink inside.  
Each stamper stamps 1000s of  
times before needing ink pad 
replaced.

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when ordering  
multiple stampers of the same design.

MS12306

Computing Stickers

P.E. 
Stickers

History Stickers

£3.44 +VAT 
per pack 
125 per pack. 
(28 mm)

MS13818

£3.67 +VAT per pack
140 stickers per pack 
(24mm)

NOW 98p +VAT 

125 stickers  
per pack. 28mm

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 (28mm) per pack
MS11615 

£3.98 +VAT 

per pack
75 big stickers 
per pack (38mm)
SFS14773 

70%
OFF

£3.98 +VAT per pack 
75 big stickers per pack 
(38mm)

SFS14692

£3.98 +VAT 
per pack 
75 big  
stickers  
per pack 
(38mm)

SFS14680

£3.67 +VAT 
per pack 
140 stickers per pack 
(24mm)

SFS14743

Music 
Stickers

£3.98 +VAT 
per pack
75 big stickers  
per pack (38mm)

SFS14746

£4.16 +VAT  
per pack
120 stickers  
per pack 
(24mm)

SFS14650

£3.67 +VAT 
per pack 
140 stickers per 
pack (24mm)

SFS14691

Stickers 
£3.44 +VAT

245 19mm stickers per pack

XMS14213

SAVE
20%*

SS10940
MSD13620 MS12698 MS12009

NOW £2.75 +VAT
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Head Teacher AwardsHead Teacher / Deputy Awards

36

CH13951

_______________________________________

FOR _________________________________

SIGNED_______________________________

DATE ________________________________

PRESENTED TO 

£4.16 +VAT per pack
60 big stickers per pack  
(38mm)

SFS14721

£3.79 +VAT per pack
75 big stickers per pack  
(38mm)

SFS14920

For Principal Awards in Irish please visit www.superstickers.com

MS13772 MC13776 MS13773 MS13774 

WAS £3.44 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.06 +VAT per pack 

60 per pack. Stickers measure  
approximately 35mm x 47mm

£3.88 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers  
per pack (28mm) 

£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 identical stickers  
per pack (28mm) 

£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 Identical A5 certificates  
per pack 

Principal Awards

Stickers £3.44 +VAT

125 stickers per pack.(28mm).

MS14364

Badges £4.82 +VAT per pack
Badges measure 25mm. 20 per pack.

Sparkling  
Certificates 

£5.17 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5   sparkling  
certificates.

Sparkling Postcards 

£3.10 +VAT per pack
20 identical A6 size postcards  
with blank reverse per pack.

£3.44 +VAT

60 per pack. Stickers measure 35mm x 47mm.

£3.88 +VAT

125 per pack

MS1592

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

£3.44 +VAT per pack
150 (28mm) stickers  
per pack

MS14025

Teacher Quick Notes 
A quick note to let pupils and 
their parents know that the Head 
noticed their efforts. 

£2.59 +VAT each
Each notepad measures  
104mm x 148mm. 60 sheets  
per notepad and a distribution 
record on the inside front cover.

NP13769

P12553 Head Teacher's Award

Pencils 
£3.31 +VAT per pack 
12 pencils per pack.

Enamel Badges  
Each metallic badge measures 
approximately 25mm. 

1-9 badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when 
ordering multiple stampers of the 
same design.

B11412

ONLY 48p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

Head Teacher’s Award Stickers  
A4 Bumper Sticker Packs

25mm

10mm

(*Save 20% compared with buying separately)

Was £6.95 +VAT per pack 

Now £4.80 +VAT per pack    
1310 sticker pack  
(25mm and 10mm) 

AS13777

Wristbands 

£2.58 +VAT per pack
Wristbands have sticky ends to  
attach them around a child’s wrist.  
220mm x 15mm. 30 per pack.

MS100

MS11999

MS112

B11935 B10905

BW14305

MC10000MC14216

Certificates 

£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 identical  
A5   sparkling  
certificates.

MC11964

MC10020

30%
OFF

30%
OFF

NOW £3.37 +VAT per pack

40%
OFF
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BW11926

EASY
PEEL!

Teaching Assistant Awards

Teacher 
Assisted 
Work

T.A.
Assisted 
Work

Independent
Work

Multi Message Stampers 
The ultimate time-saving assessment stamper: Stamp 
once and instantly print 3 assessment messages.

£10.61 +VAT each
Combined stamper images each measure 18mm wide  
x 47mm high. Each stamper is pre-inked and will last 
over 10,000 stamps!

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

P11539 My Teaching Assistant says I’m a star Pencils supplied unsharpened for your safety

SS10937

9476

SV14122

MS11376 MS1594

SS13174

NP11329 NP11323

40%
OFF

Marked by   
Supply Teacher

Marked by   
Supply Teacher

Save up  
to 50%!   
Ordered at  
superstickers.com?  
Login to see how much  
you can save on your  
next order: 100 points  
= £1 saving!

Stickers 
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack.(28mm).

Stampers
Ready to use with 
ink inside. Each 
stamper stamps 
1000s of times 
before needing ink 
pad replaced.

Teaching Assistant  
Stamp Stack
This stamper will last 1000s of impressions 
and stamps a rectangular image measuring 
34.5mm x 12.5mm.

£5.04 +VAT each

Pencils
WAS £3.20 +VAT per pack 

NOW £1.92 +VAT per pack
12 identical pencils per pack

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when ordering 
multiple stampers of the same design.

A Quick Note to Say... Pads
Notepads with 60 identical decorated sheets  
for you to send a note home praising your  
pupils’ achievements. Notepads measure  
104mm x 148mm with a distribution record  
on the inside front cover.

£2.59 +VAT each

P11884 

P14277

BW12615

BW14299

70%
OFFStickers £3.44 +VAT

125 identical stickers  
per pack (28mm)

MS1593

Wristbands 

£2.58 +VAT per pack
30 adjustable paper wristbands per pack

Pencils £3.31 +VAT 
12 identical pencils per pack.

A Note From My Teacher Stickers
375 (28mm) stickers per pack with messages  
as shown below.

Stickers with case WAS £10.94 +VAT 

NOW £3.27 +VAT 
XMS13806

Refill: Stickers only WAS £9.65 +VAT 

NOW £2.89 +VAT 
XMS13806R

QS12595

‘From my teacher’  
Write-on Stickers
Ensure your feedback stands  
out with these Write-on Stickers

£3.44 +VAT per pack
120 stickers across 4 designs.  
Each sticker measures  
65 x 30mm.

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability
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VALUE
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VALUE
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BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

Praise Stars 

1310
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

1310
STICKERS

1310
STICKERS

1310
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS
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25mm 10mm

Safari Animal Praise

SAVE
20%*

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
630 x 25mm and 680 x 10mm

AS14547

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
3150 x 24mm and 3400 x 10mm

XAS14622
*Compared to buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

25mm25mm

25mm

10mm10mm

10mm

Praise Words Dino Praise

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS11218

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS11283

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS11217

£9.59 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
630 x 25mm and 680 x 10mm

AS14546

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS11282

£36.24 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
3150 x 24mm and 3400 x 10mm

XAS14621

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

ONLY 96p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

*Compared to buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately
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1310
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Bumper Sticker Packs

1310
STICKERS
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STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

5100
STICKERS

42

Bumper Sticker Packs

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

A4 Compilation

Smiles

SAVE
20%*

25mm

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS12323

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS12324

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

10mm10mm

28mm

Praise Splats

£5.04 +VAT per pack
1020 Stickers per pack
(28mm and 10mm)

AS12338

£20.17 +VAT per pack
5100 Stickers per pack
(28mm and 10mm)

XAS12339

ONLY 75p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET
ONLY 50p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

*Compared with buying 
five 10 sheet sticker  
packs separately

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

25mm 10mm 10mm

Stars and Smiles ACTUAL SIZE

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS10305

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS10306
*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

25mm

10mm

Animals and Stars ACTUAL SIZE

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS10275

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS10276
*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

£9.21 +VAT per pack
24/10mm stickers. 
992 per pack.

SFS14736

30%
OFF

30%
OFF
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Bumper Sticker Packs

45

Bumper Sticker Packs

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

1160
STICKERS

5800
STICKERS

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

5800
STICKERS

1160
STICKERS

25mm

10mm

16mm

Head Teacher’s Award Midi Expressions

Was £6.95 +VAT per pack   

Now £3.47 +VAT per pack     
1310 sticker pack (25mm and 10mm - AS13777

Was £28.82 +VAT per pack   

Now £13.90 +VAT per pack     
6550 sticker pack (25mm and 10mm) - XAS13780 

50%
OFF

30%
OFF

30%
OFF

ONLY 35p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

50%
OFF

ONLY 35p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

ONLY 50p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

ONLY 50p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

25mm 25mm

10mm 10mm

Reading Maths

1310 stickers NOW £5.04 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack (25mm and 10mm)

AS12319

6550 stickers NOW £20.17 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack (25mm and 10mm)

XAS12320

1310 stickers NOW £5.04 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack (25mm and 10mm)

AS12321

6550 stickers NOW £20.17 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack (25mm and 10mm)

XAS12322

Was £6.95 +VAT per pack 

Now £3.47 +VAT per pack 
1500 sticker pack (16mm) - AS13779

Was £28.82 +VAT per pack 

Now £13.90 +VAT per pack 
7500 stickers (28mm and 10mm) - XAS13782

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

24mm

Stars ACTUAL SIZE

10mm

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1160 Stickers per pack
(24mm and 10mm)

AS10307

£28.82 +VAT per pack
5800 Stickers per pack
(24mm and 10mm)

XAS10308
*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

French Star

24mm 10mm

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1160 Stickers per pack
(24mm and 10mm)

AS13778

£28.82 +VAT per pack
5800 Stickers per pack
(24mm and 10mm)

XAS13781

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately
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46

Bumper Sticker Packs

6550
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

1310
STICKERS

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

25mm

10mm

French Praise

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS11680

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS11682

25mm

10mm

*compared with buying five 10 sticker sheet packs separately

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack 
(25mm and 10mm). 

AS11681

£28.82 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack 
(25mm and 10mm). 

XAS11683

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Spanish Praise

16mm

Praise Monsters

A4 Praise Compilation

£7.20 +VAT per pack
1500 Stickers per pack
(16mm)

AS12325

£3.29 +VAT per pack

118 per pack: 70 big stickers  
(38mm) and 48 little (10mm)  
stickers across 2 A4 sheets

SFS14685

£9.21 +VAT per pack

590 per pack: 350 big stickers 
(38mm) and 240 little (10mm) 
stickers across 10 A4 sheets

SFS14735

£28.82 +VAT per pack
7500 Stickers per pack
(16mm)

XAS12326
*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

SAVE
20%*

1310
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

38mm

10mm
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690 
STICKERS

3450
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

690 
STICKERS

3450
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

ONLY 72p 
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

35mm

35mm

10mm

10mm

Animals and Smiles ACTUAL SIZE

£7.20 +VAT per pack
690 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

AS10303

£7.20 +VAT per pack
690 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

AS13903

£28.82 +VAT per pack
3450 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

XAS10304

£28.82 +VAT per pack
3450 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

XAS14027

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

Animals, Stars and Gadgets

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Sparkling Bumper Sticker Packs

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

1310 
STICKERS

690 
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

3450
STICKERS

ONLY 96p  
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

25mm

35mm

10mm

10mm

Sparkling Characters ACTUAL SIZE

£9.59 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(28mm and 10mm)

AS14028

£9.59 +VAT per pack
690 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

AS14030

£36.24 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(28mm and 10mm)

XAS14029

£36.24 +VAT per pack
3450 Stickers per pack
(35mm and 10mm)

XAS14031

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

Sparkling Praise Animals

SAVE
20%*

SAVE
20%*



50 Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or fax 0800 027 2833 5150

Bumper Sticker Packs / Exercise Book Labels Sparkling Bumper Sticker Packs

1500
STICKERS

7500
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

BEST
VALUE
STICKERS

1310
STICKERS

6550
STICKERS

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

ONLY 96p  
PER A4 STICKER SHEET

EX13475 – French Illustrated

EX6678 - SpanishEX6679 - German

EX13950 - MathsEX13949 - English 

SFS14733 SFS14732

These bright sticky labels will help your 
pupils to identify their books in a flash!

£3.70 +VAT per pack
32 x A6 size stickers per pack

EX11911 - Science EX6677 - French

16mm

Sparkling Praise Crazies

£9.59 +VAT per pack
1500 Stickers per pack
(16mm)

AS12733

£36.24 +VAT per pack
7500 Stickers per pack
(16mm)

XAS12735 *Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

SAVE
20%*

25mm
10mm

Sparkling Praise Bugs

£9.59 +VAT per pack
1310 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

AS12732

£36.24 +VAT per pack
6550 Stickers per pack
(25mm and 10mm)

XAS12734*Compared with buying five 10 sheet sticker packs separately

SAVE
20%*

NEW Sticker Factory 
Bumper Stickers

Exercise Book Labels

£9.21 +VAT per pack
38/10mm stickers: 590 per pack

A4 Personal and Social StickersA4 Positive Affirmation Stickers
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GreatGreat
Times
Tables!
Great
Times
Tables!

did really well in Maths today.

53

Maths

Limited  
Availability

Times Tables Progress Stickers
Reward every step of the times tables learning journey as you prepare for the Y4 times table check.
Each times table sticker pack contains 5 messages to build a multiplication growth mindset:  
From starting to learn the specific times table, to practising, trying, progressing and finally securing it.

Normally £3.44 + VAT per pack

NOW £2.75 + VAT per pack
There are 25 stickers of each message per pack. 125 stickers (28mm) in total

Division Progress Stickers
The perfect compliment to the new times table progress stickers above and also available at a special  
introductory price. 
Each pack contains 5 encouraging messages from starting to learn to divide  to trying to master it,  
practising, progressing and finally securing division by a particular number. 

Normally £3.44 + VAT per pack

NOW £2.75 + VAT per pack
There are 25 stickers of each message per pack. 125 stickers (28mm) in total

Special  
Introductory  

Offer

Special  
Introductory  

Offer

MS15083 MS15084

MS15086 MS15087MS15085

MS15097 MS15098MS15096

MS15089 MS15090MS15088

MS15100 MS15101MS15099

MS15092MS15091

MS15103MS15102

See page 57 for Times Tables Collector Bookmarks

MS15094 MS15095

T13087 R13084

MS15093

MS15082

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Reward Erasers
£3.31 +VAT per pack
12 erasers per pack, each measuring 
40mm x 20mm x 10mm.

Notepads
£2.59 +VAT each
Notepads measure 104mm x 
148mm. 60 sheets per notepad.

Distribution record included on 
the inside front cover.

Times Table 
Award Medal
1-9 identical medals 
£2.46 +VAT each

10+ identical medals 
£2.17 +VAT each

Measures 50mm and comes 
with a red neck ribbonNow £2.00 +VAT each

Reward Rulers
£3.83 +VAT per pack
12 rulers per pack

NP14125 NP104 

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

20%
OFF

Times Tables Stickers
WAS £3.44 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.75 +VAT per pack
60 identical stickers  
per pack.Stickers  
measure approx  
35mm x 47mm

MS11989

MS11994

MS11991

MS11996

MS11992

MS11997MS11993 MS11998

MS11990

MS11995

MS11988

20%
OFF

Times Table Stickers Bulk Pack:  
60 of each of the stickers above.  

Total 660 stickers £24.20 + vat
XMS12287 

Times Table Stickers Quick Pack:  
12 of each of the stickers above.  

Total 132 stickers £6.16 + vat
XMS12013  

SAVE 
20%

SAVE 
15%

MED15080



Maths

EASY
PEEL!

55

Maths

54

Maths AwardMaths AwardMaths AwardMaths AwardMaths AwardMaths Award

Aligned to  Aligned to  
Current CurriculumCurrent Curriculum

Aligned to  
Current Curriculum

£4.16 +VAT per pack 
120 per pack,  

24mm.

SFS14768

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

MC11010MC14215

TB12619

MC12591

MC11971 

Maths Learning Record
The Maths Learning Record is designed to meet statutory 
requirements for the Mathematics programmes of study at 
key stage 1 in England. 

It provides teachers with an on-going assessment record of 
attainment and progress information for individual pupils. 

Assessed skill areas follow the sequence of learning in 
the programmes and are highlighted in colour. A simple 
marking code makes record keeping efficient and easy. 

Pupils see themselves progressing which in turn increases 
motivation. Ideal for teachers, assistants, pupils and parents 
alike to monitor progress and attainment in a glance.

1-9 booklets £3.05 +VAT each

10-29 booklets £2.54 +VAT each

30+ booklets £1.99 +VAT each
Booklets are A5 size with 48 colour pages.

Sparkling Certificates
Here are certificates that shine as much as their recipients! They shimmer,  
they sparkle and they will certainly be treasured by your pupils.

£5.17 +VAT per pack
20 identical  
A5 certificates per pack.

Times Table  
Award Trophy
12cm high. Made from resin.

£5.95 +VAT each

TY15081

Certificates
£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 certificates per pack.

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

MC11011

70%
OFF

20%
OFF

30%
OFF

70%
OFF

28mm Stickers 
£3.44 +VAT per pack 
125 per pack.

MS13817

MS1556

£3.44 +VAT per pack 
125 per pack.

Stickers
£3.44 +VAT

125 per pack.

MS1635

NOW £1 +VAT

125 per pack.

MS1597

Single Sort 
Stickers
28mm stickers.

£3.88 +VAT

125 (28mm) 
stickers  
per pack.

MS12590

WAS £3.44 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.41 +VAT  

per pack
125 per pack.

MS1598

Exercise Book Labels
Help your pupils recognise their 
Maths Classwork Book in a flash 
with a bright exercise book label.

£3.70 +VAT per pack 
32 A6 Size Labels per pack 

EX13950

£3.79 +VAT 
per pack

75 big stickers 

(38mm)  

per pack

SFS14785

MS1576

NOW £1 +VAT 
125 per pack. 

MS14

NOW £2.66 +VAT 
125 per pack. 

SFS14701

£1.78 +VAT 
54 per pack

Mini Maths Trophy
This Mini Maths Star Trophy  
is made from resin  
and measures 8.5cm

£3.73 +VAT each

TY13746

Limited  
Availability



Maths

Off by heart.

Recall all x tables to 12 x 12 

and their linked division 

facts. Mentally work with 

factor pairs to 144. 

  

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:

MEASUREMENT
NUMBER

GEOMETRY STATISTICS

20
14

.

Number knowledge.

Recognise place value in a four-digit 

number. Order and compare 

numbers beyond 1000. Find 1000 

more or less than a given number.

Chill out with 

negative numbers!

Learn to count back 

through zero.

Going up or down?

Round any number to 

the nearest 10, 100 or 

a 1000. 

Be able to read and 

write Roman numbers 

to 100. Understand the 

origin of zero and how 

place value came about. 

Pencil and paper.

Set out sums in 

columns when adding 

or subtracting numbers 

with up to 4 digits.

When multiplying or dividing 

2 or 3-digit numbers by 

1-digit, use written methods 

and make sense of any 

remainders in division.

Add? Subtract? Multiply? Divide?

        When solving two-step problems,  

     know which operations to use. 

       Estimate the answer and check 

using the inverse.

Mental methods.

Add/subtract up to two 2-digit 

numbers. Know effect of 

multiplying/dividing by zero or one.  

Multiply together three digits.

Fraction families.

Relate fraction notation to 

division. Find common 

equivalent fractions.

Deal with data. 

Collect and present data in 

various ways, including time 

graphs. Be able to solve 

problems by interpreting data.

Pairs please.

Draw and label a pair of 

axes and be able to plot 

and read coordinates in the 

first quadrant. 

Describe properties of shapes.

Be able to recognise acute and 

obtuse angles and any lines of 

symmetry in 2D shapes. 

Describe simple translations.

All change!

Solve problems that involve 

converting between 

different units of measure, 

including money and time.

Cover the area.

Find the area of straight-sided 

shapes by counting squares.

Estimate and measure perimeters 

in centimetres and metres.

Know the rounding rules.

Round decimals with one decimal 

place to a whole number. 

Compare and order numbers 

with up to two decimal places.

Moving digits.

Divide a 1 or 2-digit number by 

10 or 100 to create a decimal 

number. Identify the value 

of the digits in the answer.  

How many?

Solve problems 

involving fractions 

of an amount or a 

quantity.

 Fraction action.

 Be able to simplify fractions.

Add and subtract two 

fractions with same 

denominator. 

9 621

800  4

24+30

54-30

3.6
Three units 

and six tenths

1.4 is 1
2.16, 2.6, 2.9

2541    2540

2541    2500

2541    3000

mm cm km
100cm=1m
25cm=0.25m

8
10

= 0.8

6

Yr4.N.1

Yr4.N.2

Yr4.N.3

Yr4.N.4

Yr4.N.5

Yr4.N.6

Yr4.N.7

Yr4.N.8

Yr4.N.9

Yr4.N.10

Yr4.N.11

Yr4.N.12

Yr4.N.13

Yr4.N.14

Yr4.N.15

Yr4.M.2

Yr4.G.1

Yr4.G.2

Yr4.S.1

Yr4.M.1

Maths KS2. Yr4

 
 2x5x4

Maths KS2. Yr5

  

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:

MEASUREMENT
NUMBER

GEOMETRY STATISTICS

20
14

.

Yr5.N.1

Yr5.N.2

Yr5.N.3

Yr5.N.4

Yr5.N.5

Yr5.N.6

Yr5.N.7

Yr5.N.8

Yr5.N.9

Yr5.N.10

Yr5.N.11

Yr5.N.12

Yr5.N.13

Yr5.N.14

Yr5.N.15

Yr5.N.16

Yr5.N.17

Yr5.N.18

Yr5.N.19

Yr5.N.20

Yr5.N.21

Yr5.N.22

Yr5.N.23

Yr5.M.1

Yr5.M.2

Yr5.M.3

Yr5.M.4

Yr5.G.1

Yr5.G.2

 Yr5.S.1

Read, write and 

order numbers to 

1,000,000 identifying 

the value of 

each digit. 

Count forwards/backwards 

in steps of 100, 

1000,10,000 to 

1,000,000 from 

any number.

Be able to count 

forwards and backwards 

through zero and use 

negative numbers in 

simple calculations. 

Round any number 

up to 1,000,000 to 

nearest 10, 100, 

1,000, 10,000, 

100,000.

Demonstrate 

knowledge of Roman 

numerals to 1000 and 

be able to read years 

written in this way.

Using standard 

column methods, 

add and subtract 

numbers with more 

than four digits. 

Practise working 

mentally to add 

and subtract 

increasingly large 

numbers.

When solving 

multi-step problems, 

choose the correct 

operations and explain 

your methods.

Understand the 

terms: factor, 

factor pairs, 

prime and 
multiple.

Using pen and 

paper, multiply up 

to 4 digits by both 

one and two digit 

numbers.

Using your tables 

and related division 

facts, multiply and 

divide numbers in 

your head.

Using short division, 

divide up to four digits 

by one digit and be 

able to explain any 

remainders.

Use understanding of 

place value to multiply 

and divide whole and 

decimal numbers by 10, 

100 and 1,000. 

Compare/order 

fractions where 

denominators are 

multiples of the 

same number.

Find equivalent fractions. 

Recognise mixed numbers 

and improper fractions 

and be able to convert 

from one to the other.

Be able to add/subtract 

fractions with a 

common denominator. 

Use this knowledge in 

problem solving.

Show that you can 

multiply proper 

fractions and mixed 

numbers by a whole 

number.

Know that decimals 

are another way to 

write fractions. Read 

and write decimal 

numbers as fractions.

Say, read and write 

decimal fractions and 

related tenths, 

hundredths and 

thousandths accurately.

Round decimals with 

two decimal places to 

nearest whole number 

and also to one 

decimal place.

Know this sign %. Match 

equivalent percentages, 

fractions and decimals. 

Use this knowledge in 

problem solving.

Be familiar with 

square and cube 

numbers and 

use correct 
notation.

When measuring, be 

able to convert from 

metric to imperial units. 

Be able to give the 

rough equivalent.

With measures, estimate 

volume and capacity. Show 

you can use all four 

operations and decimal 

notation correctly.

Solve problems that 

involve converting 

between units of 
time.

Find perimeter of 

composite shapes. Find 

area of squares and 

rectangles and estimate 

area of irregular shapes.

Use a protractor to 

draw/measure angles. Be 

able to calculate missing 

angles and lengths. Know 

that 360˚ is a whole turn.

Match a net to its 3D 

shape. Describe the 

position of a shape 

following a reflection 

or translation.

Solve problems using data 

presented in line graphs. 

Construct and read pie

  charts and tables, 

   including timetables.

999,999 

998,000...
999,000...

one 
million

Estimate. 
Calculate.     
Check.

3 693
231

   x 80

0.61 =      

10 20 30

length. 
mass. 
volume. 
money. 
capacity.

3m

3m

I use 
these when 
estimating.

0.59, 0.6, 0.9, 
0.905
 Order numbers with  

       up to three  

  decimal places and 

    be able to solve 

associated problems. 

 I know 
these

 12.83    13  

 12.89      12.9

1
5

2
5+

 0.2 20%1
5
, ,

  

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:

MEASUREMENT

NUMBER

GEOMETRY
STATISTICS

20
14

.

Maths KS2. Yr6Read, write, order and 
compare numbers up to 
10,000,000 and know 
value of each digit.

 Be able to round any number to the degree of accuracy required.

 Solve problems that 
involve adding and 

subtracting negative numbers.

In calculations, use both 
long and short methods 
of multiplication with 

numbers up to 4 digits.
Use long division to divide 
numbers with up to four 

digits by a two-digit whole 
number. Interpret any 

remainders appropriately.

Perform mental calculations that include large numbers and mixed operations.

Recall the facts that allow you to identify factors, multiples and prime numbers.

Solve multi-step problems 
by identifying steps needed.
Use brackets to determine 

order of operations.

Show that you can 
simplify, compare and order fractions including fractions more than 1.

Be able to add and subtract fractions with different denominators and mixed numbers.

Multiply pairs of fractions; write the 
answer in its simplest 
form. Divide fractions 
by whole numbers.

Link fractions to division 
and calculate decimal 

fraction equivalents. Match 
simple fractions to decimals 

and percentages.
Multiply and divide numbers by 10,100 

and 1000. Know the 
value of each digit to 
three decimal places.  

When problem solving, 
round answers to that specified in the question.

Multiply one-digit numbers with 

up to two decimal places by 
whole numbers. Use written 
division methods where the 

answer has two decimal places.

Solve simple problems 
involving ratio and proportion.

Reduce ratios to their 
simplest form and use 
to show the relative 

sizes of two quantities. 

Express unknown numbers using symbols / letters.

Use simple formulae 
expressed in words.

Know when to use the  
formulae for area and 
volume of shapes.

Be able to generate and describe linear number sequences.

Convert related units of 
measure from smaller to larger 

and vice versa. Solve measure 
problems involving decimal 

notation up to 3 decimal places.

Be able to convert from kilometres to miles.
Recognise that shapes with the 

same area can have different 
perimeters and vice versa. 

Calculate the area of 
parallelograms and triangles.

Estimate, calculate and compare volume of 3D shapes.

Draw 2D shapes when 
given dimensions and 
angles. Make nets, build and describe 3D shapes.

Classify shapes by properties. 
Recognise angles that meet 

at a point, are on a straight 
line, are vertically opposite 
and find missing angles.

Name parts of circles, including radius, diameter and circumference.

Describe positions on 
the full coordinate grid.
 Translate and reflect 
shapes, using all four quadrants.

Know how and when to calculate the mean(or average) of a set of data.
Draw and read line 

graphs and pie charts. 
Know when to use 

percentages to measure 
angles on pie charts.

Yr6.N.1

Yr6.N.2

Yr6.N3

Yr6.N4

Yr6.N.5

Yr6.N.6

Yr6.N.7

Yr6.N.8

Yr6.N.9

Yr6.N.10

Yr6.N.11

Yr6.N.12

Yr6.N.13

Yr6.N.14

Yr6.N.15

Yr6.R&P.1

Yr6.R&P.2

Yr6.A.1

Yr6.A.2

Yr6.A.3

Yr6.M.1

Yr6.M.2

Yr6.M.3

Yr6.M.4

Yr6.G.1

Yr6.G.2

Yr6.G.3

Yr6.G.4

Yr6.S.1

Yr6.S.2

RATIO AND PROPORTION ALGEBRA

Place please!

To two decimal 
places? To the nearest 30?

Estimatefirst

2(3+4)=...

1
25 1

3
+

5 5
6

=

⅝ x    = 1/8                   

Round to 50? 25? 

Area of rectangle = length x width

5km = 3 miles approx

417m = 0.417km   1.2l = 1200ml 

 6 + 4 = 10
 Mean = 5

180˚

The diameter is twice the radius 

Remainders? Fraction?  Decimals? Rounding?

1
3 1

6

Algebra x = 7 3x + y = 30y = ?

find the nth term

Algebra x = 7 3x + y = 30y = ?

Area of rectangle = length x width

Find the         th term

3 4.54

1:31:3

n

12m²

12m²

Order.

Count on in 4s, 8s, 

50s, 100s. Give 10 or 

100 more or less than 

a given number.

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:

MEASUREMENT
NUMBER

GEOMETRY STATISTICS

20
14

.

Know your place.

Be able to order, read and 

write numbers to 1000.

Know the value of each digit 

in a three-digit number.

Build on known 

x tables. 

Learn 3s, 4s, and 8s. Use 

these and related division 

facts in calculations. 

Make it mental.

Put a 3-digit number in your 

head,  add or subtract a 

single unit, a ten or a 

hundred.

Use a column.

On paper, add and 

subtract numbers with 

up to 3 digits, using 

column method.

Equal parts.

Count up and down in 

tenths. Recognise the 

link to division by 10.

Size them up.

Compare and order 

fractions with same 

denominator. 

The same but different.

Spot the equivalent fraction 

using apparatus or pictures.

Add and subtract 

fractions.

Add and subtract fractions 

with the same denominator 

up to one whole.

Chart topper.

Know how to collect and 

present data on scaled charts, 

pictograms or tables. Interpret the 

information to solve problems. 

Learn your lines.

Identify horizontal, 

vertical, perpendicular, 

parallel and curved lines.

Right angles.

Identify right angles and 

those that are less than or 

more than a right angle. 

Look for them in shapes.

Know that angles 

describe a turn. 

Recognise that two right 

angles make a ½ turn and 

four a complete turn.

Draw 2D shapes and 

create 3D shapes. 

Recognise shapes from 

different views. Measure the 

perimeter of 2D shapes.

It’s about time!

Learn the facts about time: 

seconds, minutes, days, months 

and years.

Read analogue and digital 

clocks. Recognise Roman 

numerals on a clock. Use a.m./ 

p.m., morning, afternoon, noon 

and midnight.

Money, money, money. 

Add and subtract amounts 

of money to give change. 

Make a record of your work. 

Metric measures.

Using metric units, 

measure/compare, 

add/subtract length, mass, 

volume and capacity.

8  16  24

eight...
sixteen...
twenty four

h.t.u

Estimate. 
Calculate. 

Check.

How do I 

find 1/10 ?
Divide by 10.

I’m 
learning 

my tables.

Check your work.

Solve multiplication, simple 

division and missing number 

problems. Estimate first and 

check using the inverse. 

15:00

124+4

124+200
124+10

7 5 4

How long?

Be able to work out the 

amount of time taken for 

particular events.

BUS
TIMETABLE

BUS
TIMETABLE

Yr3.N.1

Yr3.N.2

Yr3.N.3

Yr3.N.4

Yr3.N.5

Yr3.N.6

Yr3.N.7

Yr3.N.8

Yr3.N.9

Yr3.N.10

Yr3.M.1

Yr3.M.2

Yr3.M.3

Yr3.M.4

Yr4.M.5

Yr3.G.1

Yr3.G.2

Yr3.G.3

Yr3.G.4

Yr3.S.1

Maths KS2.Yr3

Know your numbers.Read and write numbers both in words and numerals to at least 100.
  

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:
MEASUREMENT

NUMBER
GEOMETRY STATISTICS

20
14

.

30
Thirty

Tens and ones have their place.Be able to partition 2 digit numbers to show the value of each digit.

Vital signs.Learn to use these correctly.Less than <
 more than > 

equals =

Quickly in your 
head.

Use your recall of number bonds to 20.

No need to carry or exchange!Begin to use the column method to add and subtract 2-digit numbers.

Mental maths.Put a 2-digit number in your head and be able to add or subtract a one or two-digit number.

Opposites! Check your answers by using the inverse operation.

It’s a fact.Know that addition can be done in any order but subtraction cannot. Multiplication can be done in any order but division cannot.

Know multiplication and division facts for 2, 5 and 10x tables. Use to solve problems e.g. counting in 5s around a clock face.

Problem solving.Show solutions to word problems, using a variety of methods. 
Every picture tells a story.Read, draw and explain data on simple charts.

Measure up!Start to use metric units to measure length, mass and capacity. Practise reading different scales.

Turn around!Know that a right angle is ¼ of a full rotation. Show that you understand clockwise and anti-clockwise. 

Pounds and pence.Be able to find different combinations of coins to equal a given amount. Solve simple money problems.

Tell the time. Draw hands on clocks to show 5 minutes to the hour, quarter to and quarter past. 

Fun with fractions.Count in halves and quarters to ten.  Know that    is equivalent to ½.

Find the fraction.Name, write and find , ¼,    and ¾ of a shape or quantity.

90 6

2<3
6>3

5+15

9+11
2+18

12
+7
19

23+4 
41-20

3x5 =15 15 divided by 3 = 5.

I’m 
learning my tables. 

Solid shapes.Describe the properties of 3D shapes. Identify number of edges, vertices and faces.

edge

face

vertex

Compare and contrast.Compare and order length, mass and capacity recording results using more than >, less than <, equal =.

25cm > 12cm
500ml < 200ml
25cm > 12cm
200ml < 500ml

96

Describe and draw.With 2D shapes find the number of sides, any right angles and line symmetry.

0

1

20

1500

4

5

6

7

Clockwise

anti-clockwise

Yr2.N.1

Yr2.N.2

Yr2.N.3

Yr2.N.4

Yr2.N.5

Yr2.N.6

Yr2.N.7

Yr2.N.8

Yr2.N.9

Yr2.N.10

Yr2.N.11

Yr2.N.12

Yr2.M.1

Yr2.M.2

Yr2.M.3

Yr2.M.4

Yr2.G.1

Yr2.G.2

Yr2.G.3

Yr2.S.1

Maths KS1. Yr2 

Maths KS1. Yr1 

Clever counting.
Count, read and write 
numbers to 100 and 

above.
  

Sticker targets are linked by colour to the following areas of the 2014 Maths National Curriculum:

MEASUREMENTNUMBER GEOMETRY

20
14

.

Yr1.N.1

Spot the pattern!
Count objects by putting 
them into groups of 2s, 
5s and 10s. Recognise 
odd and even numbers. 

Coming or going?
Count on and back to 
100 from any given 

number.

Name that number!
Read and write numbers 
from 0 to 20 in words 

and numerals. 

Know the signs!
Understand these 

symbols: addition (+), 
subtraction (-), equals 

(=). 

Using objects.
Use ‘more than’, ‘less 

than’, ‘most’, ‘least’ when 
talking about numbers.

Two’s company. 
Begin to learn 
number bonds 

to 20.

Simple sums.
Add and subtract 
1-digit and 2-digit 
numbers to 20.

Mystery number.
Use objects to help you 
work out the missing 

number in addition and 
subtraction sentences.

One step at a time.
With help, find answers 
to multiplication and 
division problems.

Bits and pieces!
Find and name 

fractions of shapes 
and numbers for 

     

How do you measure up?
Compare and describe 

measurements of length, 
mass, capacity and time.         

Get it right!
Tell your teacher the best 
unit of measurement for 

the task. Begin to make a 
record of your work.

Coins and notes.
Recognise and use 
pounds and pence.

Dates to remember!
Days of the week, 
months and years.

Sequence events.
Order daily 

happenings using 
common terms.

Draw hands on 
clocks.

Read the time to 
the hour and 

half hour.

Shape up!
Name some 2D and 

3D shapes. Sort 
them, giving your 

reasons. 

Going which way?
Right? Left? 
Forwards? 
Backwards?

About turn!
Be able to show 

whole, ½, ¼ 
and ¾ turns.

16, 15, 14

20-2=18
1+19=20

18-9

9+9
2+3+4  

5+?=8  

3 x 3 = 9
9    3 = 3 

before

after

tomorrow

Right
Left

ForwardsBackwards

Yr1.N.2

¼.,

Yr1.N.3

Yr1.N.4

Yr1.N.5

Yr1.N.6

Yr1.N.7

Yr1.N.8

Yr1.N.9

Yr1.N.10

Yr1.N.11

Yr1.M.1

Yr1.M.2

Yr1.M.3

Yr1.M.4

Yr1.M.5

Yr1.M.6

Yr1.G.1

Yr1.G.2

Yr1.G.3

One sheet per pupil 
provides an ‘at a glance’ 

record of targets already 
set, and those remaining. 

Copies of each target appear on 
the sheet behind each sticker. These 
allow you to see which targets have 

been set already.

 Each year has at least 20 
different targets on a single 

A4 sheet.

Target stickers are colour coded to a specific part of the 
2014 curriculum: Number, Measure, Geometry, Statistics, 

Algebra, Ratio and Proportion

Years 1-4 each have 20 different targets and Years 5 and 
6 each have 30 targets per year on a single A4 sheet

10 identical sheets 
per pack. 

Aligned to  Aligned to  
2014 Curriculum2014 Curriculum

Aligned to  
2014 Curriculum

5756

Targeteers® for Maths

SS15078 SS15107

SS15106

Set of 8 Coin 
Stampers:
£2, £1, 50p, 20p, 10p, 
5p, 2p and 1p coins.

Each stamper prints 
in black with a 30mm 
impression

£30.79 +VAT per set

1x1=1
1x2=2
1x3=3
1x4=4
1x5=5
1x6=6
1x7=7
1x8=8
1x9=9
1x10=10
1x11=11
1x12=12  

4x1=4
4x2=8
4x3=12
4x4=16
4x5=20
4x6=24
4x7=28
4x8=32
4x9=36
4x10=40
4x11=44
4x12=48  

7x1=7
7x2=14
7x3=21
7x4=28
7x5=35
7x6=42
7x7=49
7x8=56
7x9=63
7x10=70
7x11=77
7x12=84  

2x1=2
2x2=4
2x3=6
2x4=8
2x5=10
2x6=12
2x7=14
2x8=16
2x9=18
2x10=20
2x11=22
2x12=24  

5x1=5
5x2=10
5x3=15
5x4=20
5x5=25
5x6=30
5x7=35
5x8=40
5x9=45
5x10=50
5x11=55
5x12=60  

8x1=8
8x2=16
8x3=24
8x4=32
8x5=40
8x6=48
8x7=56
8x8=64
8x9=72
8x10=80
8x11=88
8x12=96  

3x1=3
3x2=6
3x3=9
3x4=12
3x5=15
3x6=18
3x7=21
3x8=24
3x9=27
3x10=30
3x11=33
3x12=36  

6x1=6
6x2=12
6x3=18
6x4=24
6x5=30
6x6=36
6x7=42
6x8=48
6x9=54
6x10=60
6x11=66
6x12=72  

9x1=9
9x2=18
9x3=27
9x4=36
9x5=45
9x6=54
9x7=63
9x8=72
9x9=81
9x10=90
9x11=99
9x12=108  
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15%
OFF* 

Quick Maths Stamper Set 
£11.48 +VAT per set

*compared to 
buying items  
separately

XSQ13190TR14487

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

B13563 
B14202 
(32mm)

B15105 
(25mm)B13564

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Plastic Badges
£4.82 +VAT  
per pack
20 badges (25mm)  
per pack. 

Enamel / Metal 
Badges
1-2 badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when 

ordering multiples of the same design.

Maths Year 2
200 stickers per pack

MT12448

Maths Year 4
200 stickers per pack

MT12450

Maths Year 3
200 stickers per pack

MT12449

Maths Year 1

Maths Year 5
300 stickers per pack

MT12451

Maths Year 6
300 stickers per pack

MT12452

Save time with these Target Stickers derived directly from and 
linked to the 2014 National Curriculum in England, with targets in 
child-friendly language.

Available in Years 1-6 with different target stickers for each year. 
Supplied in cost-effective packs of 10 sheets per year.

£5.96 +VAT per pack
200 stickers per pack

MT12447 

   
                 Maths 

Marv
ellous 

SS14217

Stampers
Ready to use with ink inside.  
Each stamper stamps 1000s of times  
before needing ink pad replaced.

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 + VAT each

Discount price only applies when ordering  

multiple stampers of the same design.

SS11918

SS9091

SS9061

SS9079

SS10939

BM11501

NOW £1.75 +VAT
BM11127 BM15104

Bookmarks
£2.59 +VAT 
per pack
20 bookmarks 
per pack.  
Bookmarks 
measure  
50mm x 170mm.

30%
OFF

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability
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Maths

58

Maths

10%
OFF

30%
OFF

50%
OFF

30%
OFF

20%
OFF

CD12248
G11099

CD10458

WP11597

WP2986 WP2987

KS1 Maths Poster Set
Addition, Subtraction, Sets and 
Measuring.

KS2 Maths Poster Set
Multiplication, Division, Fractions,  
Place Value. 

CD11942 

CD13325

66%
OFF

66%
OFF

66%
OFF

Maths Poster Set
Displayed on the classroom walls, this 
colourful poster set will provide pupils 
with daily reminders of important maths 
concepts including time, number, fractions 
and decimals.

WAS £11.92 +VAT per set

NOW £4.05 +VAT per set
4 x A2 Posters per set

Poster Sets
Bright, clear posters to communicate 
essential maths facts to your class.

WAS £10.95 +VAT per set

NOW £3.72 +VAT per set
4 posters per pack. Each poster  
measures 762mm x 520mm.

Place Value Trumps KS1 & KS2
This game helps to consolidate pupils’ understanding of the difference 
between a digit and its value. Cards are double-sided so the game can 
be played by beginners with the yellow side showing 2-digit numbers and 
on the other side; the red cards with 3-digit numbers are suited to more 
advanced players.

32 double-sided A6 write and wipe cards per pack (31 playing cards and 1 
instruction card).

£7.20 +VAT per pack

New Maths Word Frieze
Re-enforce maths vocabulary with this fabulous maths word frieze. 

£16.95 +VAT 

Set of 21 posters. Measures approx 420mm x 300mm

Borders £4.09 +VAT per pack
Each border measures 57mm x 990mm. 12 identical borders per pack.

SuperStickers reserves the right to alter the shape of the borders.  
However the theme will remain the same.

Measurement Bulletin Board 
54 bright display pieces for  
your measurement topic.  
Use them to introduce the  
topic, reinforce measurement  
language or complement  
a display of your pupils work.

WAS £5.79 +VAT per pack

NOW £3.82 +VAT per pack
58 pieces per set

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

34%
OFF

Times Tables Number Lines
Learn multiplication facts using these double-sided dry wipe number 
lines. Counting in 2s, 5s and 10s will help pupils develop  
an understanding of times tables.

WAS £4.09 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.05 +VAT per pack
Each number line measures  
75mm x 330mm. 10 per pack.

CD13041 

Positive and Negative Number Line
Practise addition, subtraction, greater than and less than with these 
dry wipe number lines. Double-sided with numbers -50 to 50 on one 
side and a blank line on the reverse, these number lines help pupils 
to visualise the concept of positive and negative numbers.

WAS £4.92 +VAT

NOW £3.44 +VAT

Each number line measures 75mm x 500mm.  
10 per pack.

CD13040 

Double-sided Blank Number Line
These number lines feature a write and wipe surface allowing them 
to be used again and again. The double-sided cards are blank for 
flexibility to use in developing a range of number skills

WAS £4.09 +VAT

NOW £3.27 +VAT

Each number line measures  
75mm x 330mm. 10 per pack.

CD13039 

Pupil Number Line 0-100
These single-sided 0-100 number lines have a write and wipe surface 
so pupils can use them with dry-wipes markers time and time again.

WAS £4.92 +VAT per pack

NOW £4.43 +VAT per pack
Each number line measures 75mm  
x 500mm.
10 number lines per pack.

CD11120

Double-sided Pupil Number Line 0-10 and 0-30
These small double-sided number lines are ideal for individual use.  
They have a 0-10 number line on one side and a 0-30 line on the reverse. The 
write and wipe surface allows them to be used again and again,  
and the colourful characters help keep number work fun.

WAS £4.09 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.86 +VAT per pack
Each card measures 75mm x 330mm. 10 per pack.

CD11119  

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Limited  
Availability
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663  
STICKERS

381 
STICKERS

399 
STICKERS

791 
STICKERS

375 
STICKERS

366 
STICKERS
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Quick Sticker Packs

375 
STICKERS

495 
STICKERS

567 
STICKERS

399 
STICKERS

15 pre-selected themed sheets for your convenience, supplied with or without a  
sticker storage case saving you up to 15% compared with buying items separately.

359 
STICKERS

1752 
STICKERS

SuperStickers reserves the right to substitute stickers shown within Quick Sticker PacksSuperStickers reserves the right to substitute stickers shown within Quick Sticker Packs

Welsh
375 Stickers  
per pack (28mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS11

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS11R

Stars and Smiles
791 Stickers per pack  
(28mm, 19mm,  
12mm and 10mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS8

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS8R

Behaviour
366 Stickers per pack (28mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS5

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS5R

German
663 Stickers per pack  
(28mm and 10mm)

Effort
381 Stickers per pack  
(28mm and 19mm)

15 pre-selected themed sheets for your convenience, supplied with or without a  
sticker storage case saving you up to 15% compared with buying items separately.

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS14

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS3

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS14R

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS3R

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS2

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS2R

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Minis
1752 Mini Stickers  
per pack  
(10mm and 12mm)

Praise 2
382 stickers per pack  
(350 x 28mm and 32 x 35mm)

Sports
359 Sports Stickers per pack

(28mm and 9 x 50mm)

French
495 Stickers per pack  
(28mm, 19mm,  
10mm and  
rectangular)

Sparkling
567 Stickers per pack  
(28mm and 10mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS6

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS7

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS13800

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS9

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS6R

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS7R

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS13800R 

Spanish
375 Stickers per  
pack (28mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS12

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS12R

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS9R

Stickers with case

£11.97 +VAT

XMS10

Praise
399 Stickers per pack  
(28mm and 19mm)

Stickers with case

£11.45 +VAT

XMS1

Refill: Stickers only

£10.14 +VAT

XMS1R

Refill: Stickers only

£10.82 +VAT

XMS10R

Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Encouragement
399 Stickers per  
pack (28mm  
and 19mm)



MSM10862

£3.44 +VAT 

605 per pack. 

(10mm) 

Science

62 63

MFL Stickers

Save up to 50%!  Get 5 
Bonus Points every time you  order £1 worth of 
SuperStickers products online. Spend them to 
save money on your next order. Login online to 
see how many you have! 100 points = £1 saving!

SuperStickers reserves the right to alter the shape of the borders. However the theme will remain the same.

TY13749

Mini Star 
Trophies
£3.73 +VAT each

FMS11424

£3.44 +VAT 

125 per pack. 

(28mm) 

French

Spanish

German

£3.44 +VAT  

125 per pack.

(28mm) 

FMS12649

MSD10868

£3.44 +VAT  
245 per pack. (19mm).

MSM10857

£3.44 +VAT 

605 per pack. (10mm).

PMS14229

Stickers
£3.44 +VAT    
245 (19mm)  
stickers  
per pack

PMS11426

£3.44 +VAT 

125 per pack. 

(28mm) 

PMS12606

£3.44 +VAT 

125 per pack. 

(28mm)

£3.88 +VAT 

125 per pack.  
(28mm) 

PMS12604

£3.44 +VAT 

125 per pack.

(28mm)

£3.44 +VAT 

125 per pack.

(28mm)

B14206

1-9 badges 
£1.39+VAT each

10+ badges 
£1.16 +VAT each

Triple Star Badges

GMS11430 GMS14227

Science Borders £4.09 +VAT per pack
Each border measures 57mm x 990mm. 12 identical borders per pack.

CD11945

Notepad £2.59 +VAT each
Notepad contains 60 identical decorated 
sheets and measures 104mm x 148mm.

NP11905

Stamper
Ready to use with ink inside. Each 
stamper stamps 1000s of times 
before needing ink pad replaced.

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when 
ordering multiple stampers of the 
same design.

SS11920

Wristbands
£2.58 +VAT per pack
30 per pack. Wristbands measure  
220mm x 15mm and have sticky  
ends to adjust to fit a child’s wrist.

BW11925

Certificates 
£3.99 +VAT per pack
20 identical A5 certificates per pack.

MC11972

Science Praise 
Variety Sheet 
Stickers
£3.44 +VAT per pack
125 stickers per pack.

MS12010

£1.78 +VAT per pack
54 stickers (28mm) per pack.

SFS15206

£3.67 +VAT per pack
140 stickers per pack (24mm).

SFS14741

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com
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Quick Personalised Stickers – 35mmQuick Personalised Stickers – 30mm

64

XC10758  

XC10759

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Just Add Your Name! 
Whether it’s your own name or your school name, Quick Personalised Stickers 
are the fast way to add a name to our best-selling sticker designs to create 
bespoke stickers.

All 48 (30mm) stickers on each sheet will have your same  
personalisation added to the bottom of each sticker.  
The name / personalisation you provide must be a maximum  
of 19 characters including spaces. There are up to 12 different  
designs / messages per pack

Just Add Your Name! 
Whether it’s your own name or your school name, Quick Personalised Stickers 
are the fast way to add a name to our best-selling sticker designs to create 
bespoke stickers, fast.

All 35 (35mm) stickers on each sheet will have your same personalisation 
added to the bottom of each sticker. The name / personalisation you provide 
must be a maximum of 19 characters including spaces.

35 stickers per sheet. Up to 12 different designs per pack. Each sticker 
measures 35mm.

*Comparing price of 100 mixed sheets of standard personalised stickers with 100 sheets of quick personalised stickers *Comparing price of 100 mixed sheets of standard personalised stickers with 100 sheets of quick personalised stickers

Number of A4 Sticker Sheets (minimum 2) Price per sheet

2 £1.90 + vat

3-5 £1.75 + vat

6-9 £1.65 + vat

10-99 £1.35 + vat

100+ £1 + vat

Number of A4 Sticker 
Sheets (minimum 2)

Price per sheet Standard 
(non gold)

Price per sheet 
Gold (XC14218)

2 £1.90 + vat £2.00 + vat

3-5 £1.75 + vat £1.85 + vat

6-9 £1.65 + vat £1.75 + vat

10-99 £1.35 + vat £1.45 + vat

100+ £1 + vat £1.10 + vat

SAVE 
33%*

SAVE 
33%*

XC10719 

XC14095  

XC14093  

XC30A1  

French Praise Pack 

German Praise Pack 

Spanish Praise Pack Sports Day Pack 1

Stars Praise Pack Sports Day Pack 2

XC14218 

XC35B1   

XC11408   

XC13010  

Gold Praise Pack  

Animals Praise Pack 

Smiles Praise Pack 

Stars Pack
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Sparkling Certificates

MC14246

MC14250

MC14253

MC14247 MC14249

MC14251 MC14252

Here are certificates that shine as much as their recipients! 
They shimmer, they sparkle and they will certainly be treasured 
by your pupils.

£5.17 +VAT per pack

20 identical A5 Certifcates per pack

Sparkling Certificates 

I am an extremely happy customer and have passed 
on your website to my fellow teacher friends. I am so 

impressed at the quality that I have ordered a second 
batch of stickers. Keep up the great work!

Elena

MC14248

MC13784

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Sparkling Certificates

MC11041

MC10019

MC10014

MC13783 

MC10020

MC12591 MC10015

MC10018 MC13785

Here are certificates that shine as much as their recipients! 
They shimmer, they sparkle and they will certainly be treasured 
by your pupils.

£5.17 +VAT per pack

20 identical A5 Certifcates per pack

MC11042 MC11636

Get 5 Bonus Points every time you order 
£1 worth of SuperStickers products online. 

Spend them to save money on your next 
order. Login online to see how many you 

have! 100 points = £1 saving!

Save  
up to 50%!
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Did you know you can create your own enamel badges online, with your choice of words and image?

Badges

B14993 Blue
B14994 Yellow
B14995 Green
B14996 Red

B14997 Blue
B14998 Yellow
B14999 Green
B15000 Red

B15001 Blue
B15002 Yellow
B15003 Green
B15004 Red

B15005 Blue
B15006 Yellow
B15007 Green
B15008 Red

Enamel Shield 
Badges

Bar Badges

Each badge is available in a choice of 4 colours;  
blue, red, green or yellow. 

Badges measure 25-30mm

Each badge is available in a choice of  
4 colours; blue, green, red or yellow.  
Badges are 40-45mm long.

Discount price only applies to multiples of the same design

Discount price only applies to multiples of the same design

B13644 Blue
B13645 Yellow
B13646 Green
B13647 Red

B13656 Blue
B13657 Yellow
B13658 Green
B13659 Red

B14169 Blue
B14170 Yellow
B14171 Green
B14172 Red

B13660 Blue
B13661 Yellow
B13662 Green
B13663 Red

B14165 Blue
B14166 Yellow
B14167 Green
B14168 Red

B13648 Blue
B13649 Yellow
B13650 Green
B13651 Red

B13652 Blue
B13653 Yellow
B13654 Green
B13655 Red

B13626 Blue
B13629 Yellow
B13630 Green
B13631 Red

B15331 Blue
B15332 Yellow
B15333 Green
B15334 Red

B13632 Blue
B13633 Yellow
B13634 Green
B13635 Red

B13700 Blue
B13701 Yellow
B13702 Green
B13703 Red

B13636 Blue
B13637 Yellow
B13638 Green
B13639  Red

B13704  Blue
B13705  Yellow
B13706 Green
B13707 Red

B13640 Blue
B13641 Yellow
B13642 Green
B13643 Red

1-9 badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each

1-9 badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each

B13977 Blue
B13978 Green
B13979 Red
B13980 Yellow

B14173 Blue
B14174 Yellow
B14175 Green
B14176 Red

B13993 Blue
B13994 Green
B13995 Red
B13996 Yellow

B14001 Blue
B14002 Green
B14003 Red
B14004 Yellow

B13981 Blue
B13982 Green
B13983 Red
B13984 Yellow

B14177 Blue
B14178 Yellow
B14179 Green
B14180 Red

B13997 Blue
B13998 Green
B13999 Red
B14000 Yellow

B14005 Blue
B14006 Green
B14007 Red
B14008 Yellow

B13985 Blue
B13986 Green
B13987 Red
B13988 Yellow

B14181 Blue
B14182 Yellow
B14183 Green
B14184 Red

B13989 Blue
B13990 Green
B13991 Red
B13992 Yellow

B14185 Blue
B14186 Yellow
B14187 Green
B14188 Red

See online for all the latest SuperStickers badge designs and if you can't find  
something you need, let us know at info@motivationinlearning.com!

B11412B14147 

B15335 B15105

B13966

B13571 

B13971 

B13567 

B11413

B13967

B13572

B13568

B11419

B13968

B13573

B13973

B13569

B13570B14146

B14148 B14149 

B13970

B13969

B13574

B14151 B14152 B14153 B14154

B14155 B14156 B14157 B14158

B13972

Badges

Enamel Badges These shaped metallic badges make a really significant reward.  
Each badge measures 25mm. Unless stated otherwise.

Discount price only applies to  
multiples of the same design

1-9 Badges £1.39 +VAT each

10+ Badges £1.16 +VAT each



Star-Shaped Badges
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B13974

B14159

B14162

B14160

B14163

B14161

B14164

B13975 B13976
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Badges

Small Badges
Reward your pupils with these badges; 
they’ll work hard to collect them!. Each 
badge measures 25mm  
(unless stated otherwise)

£4.82 +VAT per pack
20 badges (25mm) per pack. Shown 
actual size.   

B13555 B13562 B13564 

B13551 

B13561 

B13556 B13563 

B13550 B13565 B13553 B13566

B2471

B10901

B11365

B2468 B2473

B2472B10905B11933

B11366

B10266

B11937

B11935 B13197B13198

B13554 

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Discount price only applies to multiples of the same design

1-9 badges £1.39+VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each

B14205 B14194B14193B14209 B14195B14189

B14203 B14212 B14204B14206 B14208B14210

B14207B14198 B14202B14199B14196 B14200

B14190 B14201B14197B14191 B14192 B14211

Triple Star Metal Badges
These triple star badges measure 32mm and are fastened with a butterfly 
clasp fastening which gives these gold rewards a sophisticated feel and will 
enhance the pride of the lucky recipient.

Star Badges

1-9 badges £1.39+VAT each

10+ badges £1.16 +VAT each

8mm  
Badges

12mm  
Badges

20mm Badges

£7.32 +VAT per pack
20 (55mm) badges  
per pack

SFB14873

FREE pack of 363 Animal 
Praise Mini Stickers with 
every B14382 purchase!

Collector 
Badges
A new way for pupils to 
collect 10mm mini sticker 
rewards – on a badge 
they wear!

£3.42 +VAT per pack
10 identical (55mm) 
badges per pack

B14382

20%
OFF

20%
OFF

25%
OFF

NOW £1.11 +VAT

NOW £1.11 +VAT

NOW £1.04 +VAT

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

B13557 B13558 B13559

50%
OFF

50%
OFF30%

OFF

20%
OFF

20%
OFF

30%
OFF

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

50%
OFF

NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack

NOW £3.85 +VAT per pack NOW £3.85 +VAT per pack NOW £3.37 +VAT per pack NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack

NOW £2.41 +VAT per packNOW £3.37 +VAT per pack NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack NOW £2.41 +VAT per pack
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Pencils

P11883 Super! Wow! Well Done! 

P13083 Awesome Effort

P14278 Gold Award

P10781 Well Done - Animals

P10778 Maths Star 

P13544 Maths Star 

P10993 Shapes

P11255 Great Times Tables (2-12 times tables)

P12557 Marvellous Maths

P12552 Math-a-Magician

SFB14825

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Big Badges
Larger 38mm badges make a big impact!  
They are ideal for younger pupils.

£4.66 +VAT per pack
15 badges (38mm) per pack 

Sticker Factory Big Badges
£5.91 +VAT per pack
20 badges (38mm) per pack

B13775 

SFB14649 SFB14675

SFB14823

SFB14661

SFB14668 SFB14874

SFB14670

SFB14821

SFB14660

B11977 B11306 B14809B14810B14811

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Pencils are useful rewards that children value. These pencils comply with EN71 safety standards and 
provide HB hardness and erasers on the end. 

Maths

P13082 Super Behaviour Award     NOW £2.56 +VAT per pack

These designs may be updated but the messages will remain the same.  
We reserve the right to alter the colour/ design of the pencils. 

Pencils are not supplied sharpened.

20%
OFF

21%
OFF

40%
OFF

£3.31 +VAT per pack 
12 pencils per pack.

Now £2.56 +VAT per pack

P7083 Well Done - Football    NOW £2.50 +VAT per pack

P11539 My TA says I’m a Star!  NOW £1.92 +VAT per pack

20%
OFF



Pencils
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Pencils

Sticker Factory Pencils  
10 pencils per pack 

£4.19 +VAT per pack

Star of the Week
SFP14868

Happy Birthday 
SFP14869

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

P11886 Super Writer

P14516 Star Reader

P13543 Spelling star

P11070 Reading Star

P11071 Star Writer

P10992 Punctuation

Limited 
Availability

English

P10991 Parts of Speech      NOW £2.56 +VAT per pack

20%
OFF

£3.31 +VAT per pack 
12 pencils per pack.

P12551 Simply Stars

P10780 Just Smiles

P10775  Just Stars

P11881 What a Star

P12309 Star Pupil

P14515

P12550 Star of the Week

Stars and Smiles

These designs may be updated but the messages will remain the same.  
We reserve the right to alter the colour/ design of the pencils. Pencils are not supplied sharpened.

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Birthday

P11884 Happy Birthday from your Teacher

P10316 Happy Birthday

These designs may be updated but the messages will remain the same.  
We reserve the right to alter the colour/ design of the pencils. Pencils are not supplied sharpened.

P12555 SuperStar Award

P12553 Head Teacher's Award

P7086 100% Attendance

P13545 Outstanding Attendance 

Awards £3.31 +VAT per pack 
12 pencils per pack.

P14277 Happy Birthday

P14281 Pupil Of The Week

P14276 Excellent Attendance



Pencil Value Packs
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VP14411VP10717

VP7401
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Assessment Stampers

Discount price only applies when ordering multiple 
stampers of the same design.

FEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONED

SS14111V 
SS14111G

Verbal 
Feedback 
Given by:

SS14113V 
SS14113G

• These Stampers are ready to use,  
with the ink already inside.

• Selected stamper messages are now 
available in a choice of ink colours. Just use 
the code under the image in the ink colour 
you need. Images with codes in black are 
only available in the ink colour shown.

• Stampers print a 28mm image.

• SuperStickers Stampers are colour coded so 
that the outside of the stamper matches the 
ink colour. This helps speed-up marking as 
stampers are easier to identify.

• Improved technology creates clear, sharp 
images everytime, for thousands of stamps.

• Includes lid for safer storage and 
transportation.

• Reduce your plastic footprint by re-inking 
your stamper when the ink runs out, using 
ink pads on page 88.

1-2 stampers of the same design £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers of the same design £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers of the same design £4.22 +VAT each

SuperStickers reserves the right to alter the shape / colour of the stamper unit. However the impression design & message displayed will remain the same.

Outside of stamper  
matches ink colour 

inside for quick  
recognition!

SS12504G 
SS12504V

SQ12750

   
   

   

     
                         c

halleng

e

Discussed 
in class

SS11922R 
SS11922G 
SS11922V

SS10936B 
SS10936G 
SS10936V

SS14107R 
SS14107G 
SS14107V

SS9053R 
SS9053G 
SS9053V

SS14114G 
SS14114R 
SS14114V

SS13177T 
SS13177G 
SS13177V

    
    

Le

arning Objective 

Pupil
Response:

SS14109 SS9044G 
SS9044V

SS14106G 
SS14106V

SS12724G 
SS12724V

SS14112R 
SS14112V

SS14104 

   
   

   

    
                          Learning Objecti

ve    
    

Work
ing towards Next 

Step 
Achieved!  

Next 
Step 

Achieved!  

SUPPORTED 
WORKSUPPORTED 
WORK

SS14110

   
   

   
   

     
                     K E E P  G O ING!

    
    

Lea
rning Objective 

    
  no

t yet achieved

SS14105 SS9069

What was 
good 

Even better 
if 

SS13176 SQ12755 SQ12754

Marked by   
Supply Teacher

SS13174 

   
   

  G
ree

n for Growth

SS14103 SS11409

More 
Assessment Stampers  

on page 78

VP10947

*Compared to buying pencil packs separately
SuperStickers reserves the right to alter the colour / design of the pencils included. Pencils are supplied unsharpened for your safety.

SAVE 
21%*

Huge Value Praise Pencil Pack  
96 pencils across 8 different  
designs per pack.

£20.72 +VAT per pack

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com   Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Huge Value French 
Pencils Pack
£20.72 +VAT per pack
96 per pack with 8 different designs.

Spanish Pencil Value Pack
96 pencils across a variety of designs per pack.

£20.72 +VAT per pack

German Pencil Value Pack
96 pencils across assorted designs. 

£20.72 +VAT per pack

SAVE 
21%*

SAVE 
21%*

SAVE 
21%*
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Ho
me

work incomplete! 

You’re a 
Superstar!

Génial!

Superbe!Superbe!

Be
l Effort!Bon Travail 

Smiles

79

Stampers

SS9017 SS922 SS9094 SS10937

Checked in 
DIRT

SS14108  

   
   

    
                             M

ASTERY

SS14115

  
  
  

   
                       G

R

EATER DEP

T
H

  
  
  
  

MASTERY 

SS14116 SS9051 SQ12752 SS11411

MAIN
IDEA

Please develop 
your reasons 

SQ13188 

Please include 
more detail

SQ13189 

SS13179R 
SS13179G 
SS13179V

Science

SS11920

  Shop online at www.superstickers.comFreephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Discount price only applies when ordering multiple stampers of the same design.

1-2 stampers of the same design £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers of the same design £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers of the same design £4.22 +VAT each

Outside of stamper  
matches ink colour 

inside for quick  
recognition!

SS9073SS947 

Homework

• These Stampers are ready to use, with the 
ink already inside.

• Selected stamper messages are now 
available in a choice of ink colours. Just use 
the code under the image in the ink colour 
you need. Images with codes in black are 
only available in the ink colour shown.

• Stampers print a 28mm image.

• SuperStickers Stampers are colour coded so 
that the outside of the stamper matches the 

ink colour. This helps speed-up marking as 
stampers are easier to identify.

• Improved technology creates clear, sharp 
images everytime, for thousands of stamps.

• Includes lid for safer storage and 
transportation

• Reduce your plastic footprint by re-inking 
your stamper when the ink runs out, using 
ink pads on page 88

1-2 stampers of the same design £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers of the same design £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers of the same design £4.22 +VAT each

SS9087

SS9089V 
SS9089G

SS954V 
SS954G

SS10801

SS9088

SS9000T 
SS9000V 
SS9000G

SS15119

SS9002 SS9082 SS14102

Praise

Assessment 

Stars

SS11912SS916 SS13173 SS14270

SS919SS9041SS9083SS10009

SS13180 SS918

Keep going!

               Effort = Improvem
en

t 

SS13178 
SS14101

Effort

Discount price only applies when ordering multiple  

stampers of the same design.

SS9056

SS9042G 
SS9042V

SS10010 SS12607SS13832 SS9618 SS10022 SS9313

French

SS9212SS13182SS10896 SS9214 SS15054SS9218

SS11695 SS13957 SS9215SS11693 SS13181V 
SS13181G

SS13831

SuperStickers reserves the right to alter the shape / colour of the stamper unit. However the impression design & message displayed will remain the same.

Spanish

SS9021R 
SS9021V 
SS9021G

SS10802V 
SS10802G

SS9047R 
SS9047V 
SS9047G

SS15336R 
SS15336V 
SS15336G

SS13172R 
SS13172V 
SS13172G

SS9071T 
SS9071V 
SS9071G

SS9057G 
SS9057V

German



          reading

     co
m

prehensi
on           reading

     co
m

prehensi
on

Super

    
   

 E
xc

ell
ent Reading! 

I’ve done 
guided reading 

today

  
   

                       in  English tod

ay

  
  
  
  G

reat work 

Neat 
Writing

I read with an 
adult today

Please watch 
your spelling

See pages 52-59 for maths resources and more maths rewards

   
                 Maths 

Marv
ellous 

Stampers
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Stampers

 SS15077 SS15074SS15053

SS15075SS15079 SS15054 SS15076

ES002

ES009

Gold Stampers
Stampers create a 28mm diameter image and 
are shown actual size* 

1-2 stampers £4.50 +VAT each
3-9 stampers £4.35 +VAT each
10+ stampers £4.22 +VAT each
Discount price only applies when ordering 
multiple stampers of the same design £4.92 +VAT each 

£4.92 +VAT each 
ES001

NOW £3.94 +VAT

17%
OFF

  Shop online at www.superstickers.comFreephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

English

SS9025

SS9026

SS11399

SS10940

SS9078

SS11207 

SS923

SS933

SS14214

This is
excellent
writing 
SS14098 

  
  

   
   

                        W r itten Work

SS14097 

SS14096 

SS11400

SS12813

SS13171 

Pre-inked SuperStampers 
• These Stampers are ready to use, with the ink already 

inside.

• Selected stamper messages are now available in a 
choice of ink colours. Just use the code under the image 
in the ink colour you need. Images with codes in black 
are only available in the ink colour shown.

• Stampers print a 28mm image.

• SuperStickers Stampers are colour coded so that  
the outside of the stamper matches the ink colour.  
This helps speed-up marking as stampers are easier  
to identify.

• Improved technology creates clear, sharp images 
everytime, for thousands of stamps.

• Includes lid for safer storage and transportation.

• Reduce your plastic footprint by re-inking your stamper 
when the ink runs out, using ink pads on page 88

SS9079

SS11918 SS9061 SS15078 SS15106 SS15107

SS9091SS14217

Maths

SS9080

SS10939

Stamper Bundles
Save money and time by chosing a set of stampers that are used together. 

• These Stampers are ready to use, with the ink 
already inside.

• Stampers print a 28mm image in the colour shown, 
which is also the colour of the outside of your 
stamper, for quick recognition and faster marking.

• Improved technology creates clear, sharp images 
everytime, for thousands of stamps.

• Includes lid for safer storage and transportation.

• Reduce your plastic footprint by  
re-inking your stamper when  
the ink runs out, using ink  
pads on page 88.

£11.26 +VAT per set of 3
£7.94 +VAT per set of 2
Discount price only applies when ordering 
multiple stampers of the same design

*buying as a bundle compared to buying separately 

 XSS14975  XSS14976

SAVE  
5%*

SAVE  
5%*

 XSS14972

   
   

   

     
                         c

halleng

e

   
   

    
                             M

ASTERY

  
  
  

   
                       G

R

EATER DEP

T
H

  
  
  
  

MASTERY 

 XSS14973

   
   

   
   

     
                     K E E P  G O ING!

    
    

Lea
rning Objective 

    
  no

t yet achieved

   
   

   

    
                          Learning Objecti

ve    
    

Work
ing towards 

    
    

Le

arning Objective 

 XSS14974

Outside of stamper  
matches ink colour 

inside for quick  
recognition!

SAVE  
11%*

SAVE  
11%*

Next 
Step 

Achieved!  
Next 
Step 

Achieved!  
FEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONED

Verbal 
Feedback 
Given by:

Discount price only applies when ordering multiple 

stampers of the same design.

1-2 stampers of the same design £4.50 +VAT each

3-9 stampers of the same design £4.35 +VAT each

10+ stampers of the same design   £4.22 +VAT each

SS13170V 
SS13170G

SS14099R 
SS14099V 
SS14099G

SS9059R 
SS9059V 
SS9059G

SS958B 
SS958V 
SS958G

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

Limited  
Availability

SS14100V 
SS14100G

SQ12748 SQ12746 SQ12747



Stamper Six Packs
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All Stamper Six 
Packs come in  

a handy  
storage box

STAMPER IMPRESSIONS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

Stampers print in 
the same colour as 
the outside of the 

stamp!

83

Stamper Six Packs

Welsh Stamper Six Pack
STB4806

Save 17% when you buy a stamper set, compared  
to the price of individual stampers and a box.

Each set is comprised of six popular SuperStamper designs* 
pre-packed in a sturdy stamper storage box.

£26.99 +VAT per box
6 Stampers per pack (28mm) -  thousands of impressions.

*These designs are pre-selected and cannot be changed – sorry!

SAVE
17%*

Save 17% when you buy a stamper set, compared  
to the price of individual stampers and a box.

Each set is comprised of six popular SuperStamper 
designs* pre-packed in a sturdy stamper storage box.

£26.99 +VAT per box
6 Stampers per pack (28mm) -  
thousands of impressions.

*These designs are pre-selected and cannot be changed – sorry!

Bon Travail 

Be
l Effort! Bien 

hecho 

Sigue así

Mixed French and Spanish Stamper Six Pack 
STB13954 

German Stamper Six Pack  
STB13955 

* Compared with buying 6 SuperStampers and a stamper storage box separately

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

I read with an 
adult today

FEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONEDFEEDBACK
ACTIONED

Praise Stamper Six Pack
STB4801

Assessment Essentials Stamper Six Pack
STB14977

Marking Stamper Six Pack
STB4803

Junior Praise Stamper Six Pack
STB4809

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

*compared with buying 6 SuperStampers and a stamper storage box separately

SAVE
17%*

Génial!

French Stamper Six Pack 1
STB12776

French Stamper Six Pack 2
STB4810

Bien 
hecho 

Sigue así

Spanish Stamper Six Pack
STB4807

Spanish Stamper Six Pack 2
STB13956 

Effort & Praise Stamper Six Pack
STB11656



Quick Stamp Stacks
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MFL

85

Quick Stamp Stacks

 I love the variety and style 
of your stickers. They are so 

chirpy and positive - and they 
are also excellent value  

for money.
Maggie Jack SST9498 SST9500SST9487  

SST13599 

SST12580

SST9484

SST14969  

SST9466

SST9461

SST14970

SST9472

SST9463

SST14968

SST9465

SST9462

SST9471

SST13945  

SST9519

Quick 3 High  
Stamp Stack 
These pre-selected Stamp Stacks 
are quick to buy and have been 
selected from our bestsellers.  
They are available for 10% less than 
you’d pay if you chose your own!

£12.85 +VAT

Each of the three Stampers creates  
a separate rectangular image  
34.5mm x 12.5mm.

Stampers print in the colours shown, 
except for those on yellow stamps; 
they print black.

* Comparing price of buying 3 individual stamp stacks

SST14971SST13185

Quick 3 High  
Stamp Stack 
These pre-selected Stamp Stacks 
are quick to buy and have been 
selected from our bestsellers.  
They are available for 10% less 
than you’d pay if you chose  
your own!

£12.85 +VAT

Each of the three Stampers creates  
a separate rectangular image  
34.5mm x 12.5mm.

Stampers print in the colours 
shown, except for those on yellow 
stamps; they print black.

10%
OFF*

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Quick 5 High Stamp 
Stack 
5 high stamp stacks are the ultimate 
space savers: 5 bestselling stamps 
with ink already inside, that print in 
the colours shown (except for those 
on yellow stamps, that print black). 
Simply pull them apart and they are 
ready to use! 

Stamp stacks create a rectangular 
image 34.5mm x 12mm 

£20.14 +VAT per stack

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com



Pick your own - Stamp Stack
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PPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPICK ‘N  MIX

Please 
use a ruler

PPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPICK ‘N  MIX

Marking

Save up to 50%!   
Get 5 Bonus Points every time you  order 
£1 worth of SuperStickers products online. 
Spend them to save money on your next 
order. Login online to see how many you 
have! 100 points = £1 saving!

87

Pick your own - Stamp Stack

PPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPICK ‘N  MIX

9450

Choose individual stamper designs or stack 
them up to build 3 or 5 high stamp stacks! 
Neat to store and easy to use – just pull 
apart and stamp the pre-inked stamper of 
your choice.

Each stamper lasts 1000s of stamps.  
Order your stamp stacks online or use  
the order form on page 93.
If a discount is shown, it applies only to the stamp when 
purchased singly. Stamps purchased in 3 high or 5 high 
stacks are already at reduced ‘multi-buy’ prices.

Single Stamp Stack £5.04 +VAT each

3 Stamp Stack £14.24 +VAT per stack

5 Stamp Stack £21.78 +VAT  per stack
Stamp Stacks create a rectangular image  
34.5mm x 12.5mm. 

Assessment

941494759493 9446 9448

94889405 11356 11355

Next steps 
completed

Please 
develop 
your reasons

Pupil 
response 
required

13194 131951319313192

94741257812577 125799458

94599513 9412 9413 9460

9476 944794959494

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

9510 9511 9512 9477

Choose individual stamper designs or stack 
them up to build 3 or 5 high stamp stacks! 
Neat to store and easy to use – just pull 
apart and stamp the pre-inked stamper  
of your choice.

Each stamper lasts 1000s of stamps. 
Order your stamp stacks online or  
use the order form on page 93.
If a discount is shown, it applies only to the stamp when 
purchased singly. Stamps purchased in 3 high or 5 high 
stacks are already at reduced ‘multi-buy’ prices.

9410

13598 

9409

9449

Self Assessment

9411

9451

Pick-your-own Stamp Stack 
Choose your stamper designs and stack them up to build 
a 3-high or a 5-high stamp stack! Neat to store and easy 
to use; just pull apart and stamp the pre-inked stamper of 
your choice.

Each stamper will last 1000s of impressions. Order your 
stamp stacks online or use the order form on page 158.

Stamper impressions shown actual size.

9421

94259428

9429 9430 9438 9424

131919437 9422 9423

9453

9452

9454

9455 9456

9515

9457

94829470

9415

9497

Modern 
Languages 

Single Stamp Stack £5.04 +VAT each

3 Stamp Stack £14.24 +VAT per stack

5 Stamp Stack £21.78 +VAT per stack
Stamp Stacks create a rectangular image  
34.5mm x 12.5mm. 

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

Single Stamp Stack £5.04 +VAT each

3 Stamp Stack £14.24 +VAT per stack

5 Stamp Stack £21.78 +VAT per stack
Stamp Stacks create a rectangular image  
34.5mm x 12.5mm. 
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Small price; big on  
organisation!

CLIX01

STGOLD STPURPLE STRED

STPINK STGREEN

PRINTS 
GOLD!

Stick Star Stampers 
Each Star Stamper will last over  
100,000 impressions.

£5.82 +VAT each
Pre-inked Stick Star  
Stampers create a  
6mm diameter image  
are shown actual size. 

TR4820

Changeable Date Stamp 
This self-inking, changeable date 
stamp is as useful in the school library 
as in the school office! It comes with a 
built in ink pad in black and dates up 
to the year 2026.

£8.30 +VAT

Date appears 4mm high and dater 
stamps in black. 

CLIX02 CLIX07 CLIX06 CLIX04 CLIX14221 CLIX14223CLIX14222 CLIX14224

Well Done!

CLIX14225CLIX08 CLIX10

Clix Pen Stampers 
The pre-inked stamper will last up to 5000 impressions and  
can be re-inked with ES refresher ink (see below).

Pens are supplied with black ink and refills are available in packs  
of 2 in black (Code CLIXB) or red ink (CLIXR) for 84p +VAT per pack.

£5.50 +VAT each
Clix Pen Stampers create 10mm diameter images,  
which are shown actual size.

SSVSST SSBKSSGSSO SSB SSR

SS Replacement Ink Pads 
When your stamper eventually runs out (after thousands of impressions) 
there’s no need to throw it away! Instead click out the current stamp 
pad and replace it with a new one and your stamper will be ready for 
thousands more impresssions.

These stamp pads can be used with all stampers with a code starting  
SS, SQ or WSS as well as those in Stamper Six Packs.

£6.92 +VAT per pack - 2 pads per pack

ES Stampers are intended for use on paper. They should not be used for printing onto skin. Sorry, gold refresher ink is not available.

ESPP (Purple) ESPK (Pink)

ESR (Red)

ESB (Blue) ESG (Green)

Stamper Box 
Keep your stampers safe  
in this handy storage box.  
The box fits 6 stampers  
in total.

£5.39 +VAT

STB14914

ES Refresher Inks 
When your stamper with a code 
starting ‘ES’, Stick Star, 3 in 1, or  
Clix Pen stamper eventually runs out, 
add a few drops of ink to refresh it 
and start stamping again. The same 
ink colour as the original must be 
used.

£3.94 +VAT per bottle
10ml of ink per bottle

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

ext
Steps:

P

I

N

raise:

mprove:

89

Stampers

What 
went 
well:
Even 
better 
if:
Next 
steps:

Verbal 
feedback 
given ✓

Pupi l  
response:

Save time:  
One Stamp =  
3 Messages

I have been using your products for the first 
time this year and must say that I wish I had 

discovered them before. I would surely reward 
you with a super extra-large sticker for all 
you provide us with to make learning more 
rewarding and fun for the kids. KEEP IT UP!!!

Colleen Borg

SV13051 SV13048 

Strengths

Weaknesses

And

Next

Steps

SV13050 SV13046 

Teacher 
Assisted 
Work

T.A.
Assisted 
Work

Independent
Work

SV14122

SV13049

NOW £4.99 +VATeach 

Self 
Assessed 

Peer 
Assessed 

Teacher 
Assessed 

SV14121

SV13047 SV13052 

Multi Message Stampers 
The ultimate time-saving assessment stamper: Stamp 
once and instantly print 3 assessment messages.

£10.61 +VAT each
Combined stamper images each measure 18mm wide  
x 47mm high. Each stamper is pre-inked and will last over 
10,000 stamps!

50%
OFF

  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

SV14259 

What 
went 
well:
Even 
better 
if:
Next 
steps:

SV14978 SS15108

Limited  
Availability

SV14124

NOW £4.99 +VATeach 

52%
OFF
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Mini Stampers 
The size of these Mini Stampers makes them ideal for highlighting  
strengths within work: A ‘Great!’ in the margin will help pupils see  
where they’re excelling. Whether the goal is behavioural or academic,  
these little motivators will help motivate your pupils to achieve it!

£6.11 +VAT each 
Stampers create an 11mm image and are shown actual size

Set of 5 Mini  
Star Stamps 
5 colourful star stamps that 
each stamp a different coloured 
11mm diameter star and will last 
1000s of stamps. These come in 
a sturdy plastic storage box with 
secure snap closure. 

£30.60 +VAT per set

SQM12756 SQM12757

SQM12758SQM14980 SQM14981 SQM14982

SQM12760

SQM14009 

SQM12762

SQM14010 

SQM13298 

SQM12763SQM14983 SQM14984 SQM14985

STB14979

Freephone your order on 0800 318 192 or Email info@motivationinlearning.com

What went 
well: 

Self 
assessed

Nearly 
there – keep 
trying! 

Please see 
me, I can 
help 

Objective 
Achieved 

Objective 
Not 
Achieved

Even 
better if: 

TA Assisted 
Work

Magnifique! Très Bien! Fantastique!Très Bien!

Tips to 
improve:

Peer 
assessed

Independent 
Work

Tips to 
improve:

Pupil 
response:

Teacher 
assessed

PPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPPIICK CK ‘‘N MIXN MIXPICK ‘N  MIX

Stampers

91  Shop online at www.superstickers.com

Emotions Stamper Box
10 stampers each depicting different emotions which will support teaching 
on different emotions and how to handle them in line with the Relationship 
Education aspect of the revised PSHE curriculum. Emotions include anger, 
surprise, happiness, sadness, worry and more. Stampers print a black  
image at 28mm and are supplied in a sturdy clip-fasten storage box.  
Includes 6 colouring pencils for colouring in the faces 

£39.31 + vat per box

TR14488

SW13223 

SW13227 

SW13228 

SW13226 

SW13229 

SW13225 

13248 

13484

13235

13242

13230 

13486

1323713233 
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Quick 3 in 1 Stampers – preselected for your convenience! 
Just twist the dial to choose the Stamper you want to use, then stamp away. Easy to store and clean 
to use; 3 in 1 Stampers are the mess-free option for your marking!.

£19.65 +VAT each
Each of the three Stampers creates a separate rectangular image measuring 42mm x 13mm. 
Stamper impressions are shown actual size and in the colour they print. Each of the 3 stampers will 
last 50,000 impressions, and when required can be re-inked with the ES ink on page 88.

Select your own 3 in 1 Stamper
Choose the stamper designs you need to get the pre-inked 3 in 1 Stamper 
that’s right for you. We’ll assemble it just for you so it arrives ready to use.

£20.79 +VAT

Each of the three Stampers you choose creates a separate rectangular 
image measuring 42mm x 13mm. Stamper impressions are shown actual 
size and in the ink colour they print. Each of the 3 stampers are pre-inked 
and will last 50,000 impressions, and when required can be re-inked  
with the ES ink on page 88

13244 13247 13243 13246 13245



Quick Personalised Stampers

Quick Personalised Stampers 
We’ve selected the most popular images and already added the 
top message on these stampers, so all you need to do is add your 
name to personalise them!

6 stampers, each with a different praise message and image 
personalised with your name or school name and packed  
in a handy storage box! 

All stampers make a 28mm image and have the same 
personalisation. Quick personalised stampers will be dispatched 
within 2 working days of your order being received. 

£40.74 +VAT per box

*compared with buying 6 personalised stampers and box separately 

STB14150

STB10718 

STB10265 STB13184 STB13944 

SAVE 
22%*
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Mixed Packs (Stickers)
Fill in the codes of the Stickers of your choice. Please note that you can only mix packs of the same product type, for example different sticker codes in a sticker 
mixed pack. It is not possible to mix different products within a mixed pack.

Single Sort Packs / Items / Quick Packs

Multi-Stampers including Stamp Stacks and 3 in 1 Stampers
Fill in the codes of the 3 (or in the case of 5-High Stamp Stacks, 5) stamper images that you require. To order Quick Stamp Stacks or Quick 3 in 1 Stampers, 
please use the Single Sort Packs / Items / Quick Packs table at the top of this page.

Please photocopy if you need more space. Don’t forget to include page  
94 / page 2 of the order form completed with your name, address and payment details.

Please ensure you have completed your name, address and payment details on page 94 / page 2 of the order form and then send or fax all relevant pages to 

the address or fax number shown on page 94.

Product
Code

Description No. of 
items / 
pack

Price / pack 
(ex VAT)

VAT at 20%
(where + VAT appears next to 
price in catalogue)

TOTAL £€

 

 

TOTAL

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Code 5 No. of 
packs

Mixed Pack 
price (ex VAT)

VAT at 20%
(where + VAT appears next 
to price in catalogue)

TOTAL £€€

TOTAL

Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4
(If applicable)

Code 5
(If applicable)

Quantity Price (ex VAT) VAT at 20%
(where + VAT appears next 
to price in catalogue)

TOTAL £€€

TOTAL
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New Personalised Enamel Badges!

• Ideal for roles bespoke to your setting

• Here are just some of the titles we’ve  been 
asked for:

- MEA Action Team

- Charity Leader

- Pupil Voice Leader

- Pupil Council

- Kirby Rep

• Long-lasting metal badges

• Available in shield, bar and star designs  
to blend with existing school badges

• From £1.45 + vat each

• For enamel badges featuring your school logo, 
a bespoke badge shape or in multicolours just 
get in touch – we’ll be happy to help

Personalised Enamel Badges!

For Personalised Praise you can’t beat Personalised Stickers and Stampers!

Price including VAT* 
(*where + vat appears next to price in catalogue)

Order Form Page 1 Total

Second Class Post FREE
First Class Post for only £1

Guaranteed Delivery - Price on application, please call us for a quote POA
Grand Total

 Despatch and Delivery
  We aim to despatch any non-personalised order received by 2.00pm by second 
class mail, within 24 hours of receiving the order. Postage of items by 2nd class 
mail is FREE. First class mail and guaranteed next day delivery are available at an 
extra cost. Please select the service you require on the order form above / online. 
If no product is selected, your order will be sent by standard second class mail. 
Personalised Stickers, Round Badges, Trophies, Medals, Rulers and Certificates are 
desptached within 5 working days of order receipt.Personalised Stampers take 2 
working days.

  Online - www.superstickers.com
  Shop online by product type (stickers, stampers, games etc) or by subject  

(English, Maths, Art etc): There’s also a Clearance section where you’ll find great 
deals all year round. Our website is secure for credit card transactions and you  
can account order online too. 

Account Ordering Online
To facilitate school ordering on account, you can instantly change our website 
prices to ex vat. If you always want to shop ex vat, login to your account and change 
your preferences. This means each time you login, ex vat pricing will  
appear automatically.   
To order online and be invoiced on delivery of your goods (no credit card required), 
please choose your items; proceed to checkout, select ‘on account’ as your payment 
method and submit your order. We’ll email you once your account has been 
approved for online account ordering and to tell you your goods are on their way:  
It’s that easy! After that it’s super simple; log-in, shop, select ‘on account’ payment 
and submit your order. 

Bonus Points
Everytime you order online you’ll earn SuperStickers Bonus Points which you can  
redeem to save up to 50% off your next online order. You’ll earn 5 points for every  
£1 you spend online. Have you checked yours recently? Simply log in and then click 
on ‘My Account’ to see how many points you have to spend, or check your account 
balance at the top of your SuperStickers emails. 100 SuperStickers Points = £1 off your 
next online order.

Payment
We are pleased to invoice Schools, LAs, Health Authorities etc on receipt of a 
written order (post / fax), when ordering on account online, or, at our discretion,  
on orders placed by phone. Payment by credit / debit card will be required for 
personal orders placed online. Unfortunately we cannot Amex as a payment 
method. Personal orders by fax or post should be accompanied by payment by 
cheque (except Eurocheque), credit card, debit card or postal order.

 Special Offers
  To receive ‘SuperStickers News’ for weekly money-off promotions, log on at  

www.superstickers.com, go to ‘My Account’ and in ‘My Details’ tick the box at the 
bottom of the screen saying you’d like to receive special offers and new product 
news.

  VAT and P&P
  In this catalogue, products are priced excluding VAT. Where packs of products are 

highlighted with a ‘price each’, this too excludes VAT. Products are marked ‘+VAT’ 
where VAT is payable at the current rate, which at the time of going to press is 20%. 
VAT will be added to orders / invoices if ex vat prices have been used.

  Postage to UK and EC is FREE: This includes FREE second class postage to the 
Channel Islands and Gibraltar. Please use ex vat prices on your orders.

  For orders to the rest of the world, please add 20% to ex vat prices: Whilst VAT is not 
payable, an equivalent amount is needed for post and packaging. Orders which are 
heavy / bulky may incur an additional charge: If this applies to your order, you will 
be contacted with full details prior to the despatch of your order.

 Data Protection
  Your details are never made public to third parties. To ensure our records are kept 

up to date, please choose one of the options in the box at the top right of this page.

 

The prices in this catalogue are valid from 25th December 2020 to 31st July 2021. We reserve the right to increase prices, or introduce a charge for post and packing without notice at any time.  

Personalised Rewards
Rewarding Languages
The Sticker Factory
Sports as soon as it’s available

I’d like to receive regular emails from SuperStickers containing special offers and 
new product news

I’d like to receive catalogues from SuperStickers by post which showcase new 
products and also contain special offers

I’d like to receive both SuperStickers emails and SuperStickers catalogues by post

No special offer or new product communications from SuperStickers by email or 
post for me, thanks

Please send me the following Brochures: 

You can use any of the methods below to place an order. If you need to use our two page order form to place an 
order by post or fax, please complete your name, address and payment details below and then complete your 
product selection on pages 93. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU POST OR FAX ALL COMPLETED PAGES TO US.

Card No:      Signed:     CVC No. 

Expiry Date:    Switch Maestro Issue No.   and/or Valid from date:  

CVC NUMBER = last 3 digits of the number printed 
on the signature strip of your card.

   School Order attached    
   Cheque / postal order made payable to “Motivation in Learning Ltd” is enclosed 
   Please debit my Visa / MasterCard / Switch Maestro Card (delete as applicable)

Order Summary - Please complete to calculate and authorise your order total.

Name:

Address:

Postcode:              Telephone:

Email:

Order Form Page 2

Useful Info...

£

Contact Us

T

www

www

Freephone 0800 318 192 (UK only).  
From ROI call free on 1 800 553 661 
We’re here to answer your calls 8:30-5:00 Monday to Friday with an answer 
phone service out of hours. Phone (outside UK) +44 141 884 9222.

Fax 0800 027 2833 (UK only).  
From ROI fax us on 1 800 936 513 
Use our order forms or your own order form, requisition or official letterhead.  
FAX (outside UK) +44 141 884 7819

Email 
info@motivationinlearning.com

Post
 Use our order forms or your own order form, requisition or official letterhead.  
Our address is: SUPERSTICKERS, C/O TRODAT UK, 144 NEILSTON ROAD, 
PAISLEY PA2 6QH



Order by Freephone 0800 318192 - Email your order to info@motivationinlearning.com

Shop Online at www.  com

Ensure No Pupil Gets Left Behind
With absences and disruption to learning an ongoing concern, the Letters and 

Sounds Learning Record is an essential resource to assess precisely where your 
KS1 pupils are on their phonics acquisition journey

“It is clear, straightforward, easy and quick 
to manage – a helpful tool for assessing  

and monitoring pupil progress and planning 
for progression” 

Linda Purple, Our Lady Of Lourdes  
Catholic Primary School, Witney

‘‘A lovely resource; accurate  
in judging ability and informing  

the assessment process.” 
Laura Whitehead, Holly Hill Infant School,  

Rubery, Birmingham

“It is a useful tool and I feel it  
really engaged those pupils who  

were finding phonics tricky”
Jacqueline Wilson, St Gregory’s RC School,  

Wokington, Cumbria

TB11230

• Assess phonic progress quickly and accurately 
with simple, repeated assessments included  
in each booklet

• Identify knowledge gaps clearly with the  
step by step incremental approach

• Spread assessment workload to non-teaching 
staff thanks to easy to administer layout and 
lack of computerisation

• Accurately inform colleagues, parents and 
Ofsted regarding individual phonics learning 

• Monitor readiness for the Year 1 Phonics  
check with the nonsense words included

• Facilitate pupil transition to new year  
groups by providing your colleagues  
with this individualised record per child

• Save over 30% when you buy for the  
whole class


